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Abstract

An experiment with the aim to determine the Lamb shift in muonic helium has

been carried out by the Charge Radius Experiments with Muonic Atoms (CREMA)

Collaboration at the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI), Switzerland. The goal of the

experiment is to measure several transitions between the 2S and 2P energy levels in

muonic helium ions (µ4He+and µ3He+) with a precision of 50 ppm, and consequently

to determine the α particle and helion nuclear charge radii (RMS value) with a relative

accuracy of 3×10−4.

This experiment comes after the good results attained in the muonic hydrogen

Lamb shift experiment, where the muonic hydrogen Lamb shift was measured and

the proton charge radius determined, which lead to the proton radius puzzle. The next

proposal of the CREMA Collaboration was to extend the Lamb shift measurements

to muonic helium in an attempt to help to solve the proton radius puzzle and provide

additional information about the helium nucleus.

This thesis is dedicated to the X-ray detection system used in the experiment,

including the detectors and pre-amplifier system. The detectors chosen are avalanche

photodiodes. A detailed study of two different types of avalanche photodiode (APD),

reach-through avalanche photodiode (RT-APD) from Hamamatsu Photonics and

large area avalanche photodiode (LAAPD) from Radiation Monitoring Devices Inc.

(RMD), has been carried out. The two APD types have different depletion region

thicknesses, and consequently different detection efficiencies for 8 keV X-rays emitted

by muonic helium ions.
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Regarding RT-APDs, two prototypes, with 5×5 mm2 and 3×5 mm2 active areas,

have been investigated for 8.2 keV detection. The studies have shown that the energy

resolution improves with decreasing temperature, reaching 9.5% at 0◦C for the larger

prototype, and the minimum detectable energy is about 0.9 keV for the optimal

operation gain region. The gain variation with temperature increases with the bias

voltage applied, varying between -1.0% per ◦C for a bias voltage of 200 V and -1.7%

per ◦C for a bias voltage of 400 V. The gain non-linearity between X-rays and visible

light pulses has been investigated for different temperatures, showing a non-linearity

of 42% at −20◦C, whereas it is only 30% at 20◦C for a gain of 200. The overall

performance of this type of APD is inferior to the prototypes from RMD, with the

additional drawback of smaller active areas available.

Concerning LAAPDs from RMD, detection efficiencies between 53 and 65% for

8 keV X-rays have been measured for homogeneous irradiation of the whole efficient

surface area of 13.5×13.5 mm2 and considering the effect of the X-ray incident angle.

Energy resolution values below 20% (at FWHM) have been measured for 8 keV X-

rays, at −30◦C, and one prototype has even shown a much lower value of 9%, due to

the small leakage current and good non-uniformity presented. The energy resolution

behaviour at low temperatures has been investigated. No significant dependence

on temperature was observed between −30◦C and −20◦C since the dark current

difference is not significant for the degradation of the energy resolution. APDs from

RMD were chosen for the experiment as their operation is much more reliable and

they have larger active areas, appropriate for the detection space available around

the gas target in the experiment apparatus.

Furthermore, new pre-amplifier and post-amplifier arrays were developed in view

of avoiding crosstalk between adjacent channels and ringing effects, and to provide

faster signals. Several prototypes were tested. The best pre-amplifier/post-amplifier

configuration has shown an energy resolution of about 16% and a signal to noise

ratio (SNR) of 6.5, as well as pulses with good shape, without undershoot.
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During the beam time, an average energy resolution of 18.2% was measured for

the 8.2 keV X-ray peak. This value demonstrates the overall good performance of the

LAAPDs for 8.2 keV X-rays, similarly to their performance for 1.9 keV X-rays in the

previous muonic hydrogen experiment.

The first line of µ4He+ ion was measured in the second half of 2013 and the second

one in 2014. As preliminary result of the experiment, two resonance curves have been

obtained, corresponding to the energy differences 2S1/2−2P3/2 and 2S1/2 - 2P1/2, with

wavelengths of 813 nm and 899 nm, respectively. The µ3He+ ion has been investigated

this year and the corresponding resonances have been found. An extensive analysis

of the data will take place in the near future. From this data, the helium RMS charge

radius, as well as the fine structure from both ions, µ4He+and µ3He+, will be revealed.

The magnetic moment distribution of µ3He+will also be disclosed.
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Sumário

A Colaboração CREMA (Charge Radius Experiments with Muonic Atoms) realizou

uma experiência no Instituto Paul Scherrer (PSI), na Súıça, com vista a determinar o

desvio de Lamb no hélio muónico. O objetivo da experiência foi medir as energias de

diferentes transições entre os ńıveis 2S e 2P nos iões do hélio muónico (µ4He+e µ3He+)

com uma precisão de 50 ppm e, consequentemente, determinar os correspondentes

raios de carga nuclear (valor RMS) com uma exatidão relativa de 3×10−4.

Esta experiência vem no seguimento dos bons resultados obtidos na experiência

de espectroscopia laser do hidrogénio muónico, na qual foi medido o desvio de Lamb

no hidrogénio muónico e determinado o raio de carga do protão, o que originou um

“puzzle” em torno do raio do protão. A proposta seguinte da colaboração CREMA foi

alargar as medições do desvio de Lamb ao hélio muónico numa tentativa de ajudar a

solucionar o “puzzle” em torno do raio do protão e de fornecer informações adicionais

sobre o núcleo do hélio.

A presente tese é dedicada ao sistema de deteção de raios X usado na experiência,

nomeadamente os detetores e o sistema de pré-amplificadores. Os detetores

selecionados são os fotod́ıodos de avalanche. Foi realizado um estudo detalhado sobre

os dois tipos de fotod́ıodos de avalanche (APDs), fotod́ıodos de avalanche do tipo

“reach-through” (RT-APDs) produzidos pela Hamamatsu Photonics e os fotod́ıodos

de avalanche de “grandes áreas” (LAAPDs) produzidos pela Radiation Monitoring

Devices Inc. (RMD). Os dois tipos de APDs possuem diferentes espessuras na região
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de depleção e, consequentemente, diferentes eficiências de deteção para os raios X de

8 keV emitidos pelos iões de hélio muónico.

Os dois protótipos de RT-APDs adquiridos, com áreas ativas de 5× 5 mm2 e 3×

5 mm2, foram estudados na deteção de raios X de 8.2 keV. Os estudos demonstraram

que a resolução em energia melhora com a diminuição da temperatura, atingindo

9.5% a 0◦C para o protótipo maior, sendo que a energia mı́nima detetável é de

aproximadamente 0.9 keV na região de ganhos de operação ótima. A variação do

ganho com a temperatura aumenta com a tensão aplicada, variando entre -1.0% por

◦C para uma tensão de 200 V e -1.7% por ◦C para uma tensão de 400 V. A não-

linearidade do ganho entre raios X e impulsos de luz viśıvel foi também estudada

para diferentes temperaturas, tendo-se obtido uma não-linearidade de 42% a −20◦C,

para um ganho de 200, sendo de apenas 30% a 20◦C. O desempenho global deste

tipo de APDs é inferior ao dos protótipos da RMD com a desvantagem adicional das

áreas ativas dispońıveis serem mais pequenas.

Relativamente aos fotod́ıodos de avalanche de “grandes áreas” da RMD, foram

medidas as eficiências de deteção para raios X de 8 keV para 20 protótipos, tendo-se

obtido valores entre 53% e 65% para uma irradiação homogénea da área ativa de cada

APD (13.5 × 13.5 mm2) e considerando o efeito do ângulo de incidência dos raios X

no alvo de hélio usado na experiência. Valores de resolução em energia abaixo dos

20% foram obtidos para raios X de 8 keV a −30◦C e um dos protótipos apresentou

até um valor consideravelmente mais baixo, de 9%, devido à pequena corrente de fuga

e boa não-uniformidade apresentadas. Foi estudado o comportamento da resolução

em energia a baixas temperaturas, sendo que não foi observada uma dependência

significativa da temperatura, entre −30◦C e −20◦C, uma vez que a diferença na

corrente de fuga não é significativa para a degradação da resolução em energia. Os

APDs da RMD foram selecionados para a experiência uma vez que a sua operação é

bastante mais fiável e possuem áreas ativas de maior dimensão, adequadas ao espaço

de deteção dispońıvel em torno do alvo gasoso na experiência.
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Além disso, foram desenvolvidos novos pré-amplificadores e pós-amplificadores

com vista a evitar interferências entre canais adjacentes e tornar os sinais mais rápidos.

Foram testados vários protótipos. A melhor configuração pré-amplificador/pós-

amplificador apresentou uma resolução em energia de aproximadamente 16% e uma

relação sinal-rúıdo (SNR) de 6.5, bem como impulsos com forma adequada.

Durante o tempo de feixe, uma resolução em energia média de 18.2% foi medida

no pico de raios X de 8.2 keV. Este valor demonstra o bom desempenho global dos

LAAPDs para raios X de 8.2 keV, semelhante ao seu desempenho para raios X de

1.9 keV na experiência anterior com hidrogénio muónico.

A primeira risca do ião µ4He+ foi medida na segunda metade do ano de 2013 e

a segunda risca em 2014. Como resultado preliminar da experiência, foram obtidas

duas curvas de ressonância, que correspondem às diferenças de energia 2S1/2−2P3/2 e

2S1/2 - 2P1/2, com comprimentos de onda de 813 nm e 899 nm, respetivamente. O ião

µ3He+ foi estudado este ano, tendo sido identificadas as respetivas ressonâncias. Num

futuro muito próximo será efetuada uma análise exaustiva dos dados. A partir destes

dados, serão estimados os raios de carga dos iões de hélio, bem como a estrutura

fina de ambos os iões µ4He+e µ3He+. A distribuição de momento magnético do ião

µ3He+ será igualmente determinada.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The small energy difference between the 2S1/2 and 2P1/2 levels in the hydrogen atom

is known as the Lamb shift. It was first measured by Lamb and Retherford in

1947 [1] and since then the Quantum Electrodynamics (QED) theory of the bound

states experienced a series of developments. This small energy difference introduced

a discrepancy in the predictions of the Dirac equation and since then theoretical and

experimental independent studies have been carried out in order to refine the methods

thus obtaining the most precise calculations for the 2S1/2 - 2P1/2 energy difference,

the proton charge radius and the Rydberg constant [2–16].

Two fundamental constants given by the Committee on Data for Science and

Technology (CODATA) [16], the proton charge radius and the Rydberg constant,

are obtained by least square analysis from two different research methods, electron

scattering [13–15] and hydrogen spectroscopy [10–12].

The Charge Radius Experiments with Muonic Atoms (CREMA) collaboration

started in the late 1990s [17] with the main aim of determining the Lamb shift

in muonic hydrogen by means of laser spectroscopy, thus establishing another

independent method to access these fundamental constants. It is composed by

members from Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI), Swiss Federal Institute of Technology

Zurich (ETH), Max Planck Institute (MPQ), Laboratoire Kastler Brossel (LKB),
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University of Coimbra, University of Aveiro, University of Fribourg, University

of Stuttgart and University of Taiwan. Three data-taking campaigns on muonic

hydrogen took place in 2003, 2007 and 2009. The 2009 data revealed the best results

ever to be achieved by the collaboration. The transition between energy levels, 2SF=1
1/2

- 2PF=2
3/2 , in muonic hydrogen was measured, 202.3706 (23) meV [9]. The 2S-hyperfine

splitting was also obtained, 22.8089 (51) meV. The corresponding proton charge radius

extracted was rp = 0.84087 (39) fm after a careful analysis, which is 1.7 times more

precise than the one obtained after the experiment and reported in [7] and 7.0σ

discrepant from the CODATA value. The Rydberg constant is deduced as R∞ =

3.289841960251 (3)×1015 Hz/c with a relative accuracy of ur = 1.0 × 10−12, also 7

standard deviations away from the CODATA value, yet 5 times more precise [16].

However, since the muonic result obtained is so inconsistent in comparison with

the other two results (obtained by electron scattering and hydrogen spectroscopy

methods), and also because of the assumption that both particles, muon and electron,

interact with the proton exactly in the same way, CODATA did not yet integrate these

calculations in the proton radius and consequently in the Rydberg constant [16]. The

origin of the discrepancy should first be better understood.

Since these muonic hydrogen Lamb shift measurements, a puzzle that goes beyond

the proton radius has started in the scientific community. The discrepancy obtained

took a central role and gathered efforts from both theoretical and experimental sides.

Independent methods have been carried out in order to identify, understand and

explain the possible solutions to solve the proton radius puzzle [3, 8, 9, 18–21].

A new experiment was planned by the CREMA Collaboration at Paul Scherrer

Institute (PSI), aiming to measure with high precision several transitions frequencies

2S − 2P in muonic helium ions (µ4He+and µ3He+), and consequently to determine

the 4He (α-particle) and 3He root mean square (RMS) nuclear charge radii with

3×10−4 relative accuracy. In addition, the fine and hyperfine structure may be better

understood. The radius of the helion magnetic moment distribution may also be

determined. It is also expected that the results will lead to a better understanding
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of the proton radius discrepancy, providing more relevant information to solve the

proton radius puzzle.

The principle of the experiment is based on laser spectroscopy, laser pulses induce

the muon 2S − 2P transition, the de-excitation 2P − 1S is immediately followed by

the emission of an 8.2 keV X-ray, which will be detected by avalanche photodiodes.

The number of X-rays in time-coincidence with the laser pulses as a function of

the laser wavelength will give a resonance curve, from which the Lamb shift will be

determined [22].

The main motivation behind this thesis is the research, development and operation

of the X-ray detection system for the muonic helium Lamb shift experiment. The

avalanche photodiodes used in the previous experiment (muonic hydrogen Lamb shift)

are from Radiation Monitoring Devices Inc. (RMD), with 14 × 14 mm2 active area.

They are optimal for the detection of 1.9 keV X-rays, although they are not as good for

8.2 keV X-rays, since there is a drop in the detection efficiency, from over 90% to about

40% (without considering the effect of the X-ray incident angle in the muonic helium

experiment). More recently, Hamamatsu Photonics developed RT-APDs with a much

thicker depletion layer [23, 24]. These APDs present a much higher detection efficiency

for 8 keV X-rays (above 90%). At the same time, they have shown better energy

resolution and lower background plateau in the amplitude distributions [23, 24].

A detailed characterization of RT-APDs provided by Hamamatsu Photonics

(rectangular 3 × 5mm2 and square 5 × 5mm2) was performed. The studies include

the determination of the gain and energy resolution as a function of the X-ray energy.

The operational characteristics of the RT-APDs, such as gain, energy resolution

and risetime, have been investigated in order to optimize their performance for

the detection of 8 keV X-rays. Furthermore, a study to compare the several energy

resolution contributions was carried out, specifically by evaluating the RT-APD

response to visible light pulses.

This thesis is organized in 8 chapters. Chapter 2 presents the theoretical

background to understand the experiment as a whole. A short background review on
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the theory of the Lamb shift is provided in the first section. A brief summary regarding

muonic atoms is presented, including the contributions to the muonic helium Lamb

shift compared to the electronic helium contributions. A final section shows the X-ray

detection system milestones achieved since the beginning of the Collaboration.

Chapter 3 offers a comprehensive yet straightforward compilation concerning the

semiconductor detectors used in the experimental studies. In the first section there

is information about interaction of radiation with matter, which is important to

understand the processes involved in photon detection. The detectors that can be

used in the muonic helium Lamb shift experiment and their particular advantages

and drawbacks are highlighted, in particular alternatives to conventional APDs,

such as RT-APDs and cadmium zinc tellurium (CZT) detectors. The last sections

are dedicated to avalanche photodiodes. The basic operational characteristics are

presented, as well as the working principle.

Chapter 4 is dedicated to the muonic helium Lamb shift experiment apparatus.

The principle and the set up of the experiment are presented. The most important

parts of the experimental system are described.

The following two chapters show the studies carried out for the selection of the

detectors to be used during the experiment. In chapter 5, a detailed study about

RT-APDs from Hamamatsu Photonics is presented. These APDs present a wide

depletion region, increasing their efficiency for 8.2 keV X-rays when compared to the

previous APDs used during the muonic hydrogen experiment. The experimental setup

used and all the relevant operational parameters, such as gain, energy resolution,

non-linearity and temperature dependence, are presented. The response of the reach-

through avalanche photodiode in X-ray detection, in terms of energy resolution and

minimum detectable energy was characterized. The different contributions to the

energy resolution were evaluated.

Chapter 6 shows the detectors selected for the muonic helium experiment and

presently being used. Their advantages against RT-APDs and a detailed study on

their operation in 8.2 keV X-ray detection is explored. The previous pre-amplifiers
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were replaced in order to provide faster pulses. The new pre-amplifier system was

studied and its performance evaluated. The results are presented in the last section

of this chapter.

In chapter 7 preliminary results are shown. Since the experiment was still taking

place at the moment when this thesis is being written, results are focused on the

performance of the X-ray detectors during beam time. Energy and time distributions

are shown for all hits in all APDs. Finally, the time spectra for X-rays from the

2P − 1S transition, with the laser off and on, are disclosed.

Last chapter is the conclusion of the work performed under this thesis, where the

main achievements are outlined. The future work to be done is delineated, in addition

to a forecast of other options to be considered after a subsequent data analysis of the

muonic helium Lamb shift experiment.
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Chapter 2

Muonic Helium Experiment

Background

This chapter introduces a simple and overall approach of fundamental concepts

concerning the Lamb shift theory, muonic atoms and X-ray detectors for the mounic

helium experiment. The first section offers a digest of the theory of the Lamb

shift. In section 2.2 there is an additional emphasis on muonic atoms, hydrogen

and helium, which allow a better understanding of the Lamb shift in muonic helium

and the goals of the experiment. The last section is dedicated to the X-ray detectors

needed for the experiment, encompassing a retrospective of the work developed since

the beginning of the CREMA Collaboration, the prototypes investigated and their

principal characteristics.

2.1 The Lamb Shift in the Hydrogen Atom and

Respective Contributions

Precision spectroscopy of light atoms leads to precise measurements on modern Quan-

tum Electrodynamics (QED) and to the determination of fundamental constants, as

well as other properties of atomic nuclei. The hydrogen atom has always played a
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central role due to its simple atomic system, made simply of one negative charge

(electron) and one positive charge (proton) [25]. The hydrogen atom permitted

the development of Quantum Mechanics (QM), proved several fundamental physical

theories, and refinement studies triggered the development of the QED theory [26].

”Hydrogen-like” atoms, which have one electron, have raised interest in the scientific

community mostly because they allowed solving the Schrödinger equation and their

structure could be discussed with precision, thus promoting a set of concepts

that could be extrapolated and applied to both many-electron atoms and complex

structures [25].

Long before Schrödinger could demonstrate the energy split in the hydrogen atom

levels, Johann Balmer, Johannes Rydberg and Max Planck, among others, started to

experimentally observe and mathematically define the light’s wavenumber in vacuum

(1/λvac) as a function of the principal quantum number (n),

1

λvac
= RH

(
1

n2
1

− 1

n2
2

)
, (2.1)

with n1 = 1, 2, ... and n2 = n1+1, n1+2, ... and RH the Rydberg constant for hydrogen

and that black bodies emit electromagnetic radiation only as discrete quanta of energy.

It was Niels Bohr who successfully explained the Rydberg formula and thus a model

of the hydrogen atom was postulated; electrons could only have certain classical

motions [25]. He successfully determined the energy difference between different

levels,

∆E = E2 − E1 = hν, (2.2)

where h is the Planck constant and ν the frequency.

Since then, theory has greatly developed through the study of ”hydrogen-like”

atoms. In 1926, Schrödinger showed in a non-relativistic way that the split in the

energy levels had only a principal quantum number (n) contribution, considering the
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nucleus as a point with infinite mass:

En = −mc
2(Zα)2

2

1

n2
n = 1, 2, 3, ... (2.3)

where m is the mass of the orbiting particle, c is the speed of light in vacuum, Z is

the nuclear charge and α is the fine structure constant.

Dirac in 1928, connected the quantum mechanics theory with the relativistic

kinematics, demonstrating and introducing in the previous equation a dependence

between the relativistic variation of mass, velocity and spin. This contribution is

known as the fine structure (fs) of the energy levels, which is dependent on the total

angular momentum j. Equation 2.3 with the fine structure integrated and expanded

in powers of (Zα) will adopt the form [27]:

Enj ' En

[
1 +

(Zα)2

n

(
1

j + 1
2

− 3

4n

)
+ ...

]
. (2.4)

Nonetheless, for energy levels such as 2S1/2 and 2P1/2, both having the same

binding energy, these states remain degenerate, as shown in figure 2.1.

In 1947, Willis Lamb and Robert Retherford observed a deviation of 1 GHz from

the energies predicted by Dirac, for the energy levels 2S1/2 and 2P1/2, in the hydrogen

atom, as seen in figure 2.1 [1]. This splitting was explained in the same year by Bethe

as originating by electron self-interaction [28], and since then more developments in

QED theory became more and more frequent.

The hyperfine splitting (hfs), another contribution present here, is due to an

interaction between the electron angular momentum and the nuclear spin, causing

additional splitting in the energy levels. It also needs to be integrated in Dirac’s

equation, explaining the non-degenerate state level, for instance in 2S1/2. This is

mathematically represented by:

∆Ehfs =
8

3

A

n3

F (F + 1)− I(I + 1)− j(j + 1)

j(j + 1)(2l + 1)
, (2.5)
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Figure 2.1: Energy levels in the hydrogen atom according to Bohr, Dirac and Lamb

theories. The Lamb shift is the energy difference between 2P1/2 and 2S1/2 states. The

hyperfine splitting and the proton finite size contribution are also shown.

where A is the splitting between the hyperfine levels F = 1 and F = 0 of the 1S1/2

state, F is the total angular momentum of the ”hydrogen-like” atom (F = j ⊕ I,

⊕ being the quantum sum, I the spin of the nucleus) and l is the electron orbital

quantum number [27].

This theoretical background has come a long way, with continuous evolution

taking place until today, also thanks to laser technology developments [29]. QED

theory has indeed benefited from progress of more precise experiments and theoretical

refinements, that allowed for improved precision. Consequently, new improvements

and additional corrections in the energy levels are still taking place as a result of

quantized electromagnetic field interaction theory [3, 5, 7, 9, 10, 13, 15, 30, 31].

These corrections can be divided in four main groups [7, 27, 32]:

• two-body recoil,
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• radiative,

• radiative-recoil,

• nuclear finite size and structure.

The two-body recoil correction is due to the nucleus motion effect and depends on

m/M (the recoil parameter, where m is the mass of the orbiting particle and M is

the nuclear mass). The radiative corrections take into account the changes of the

electromagnetic potential seen by an orbiting particle, depending on parameters such

as α and (Zα). The radiative-recoil corrections are expansion terms which depend

on parameters such as α, (Zα) and m/M . The last correction is due to the finite

nuclear size, which considers the spatial distribution of the nucleus, and to the nuclear

polarization, which takes into account the nuclear excitation to virtual excited states

inside the nucleus. In what concerns these 4 energy corrections, the second one has a

dominant role for the Lamb shift in both electronic and muonic hydrogen experiments.

The radiative energy correction is dominated by two types of contributions, the

electron self-energy (assuming that orbiting particles do not behave as a point-

like particle) and the vacuum polarization (VP), i. e., the virtual production and

annihilation of e+e− pairs which induces a modification of Coulomb’s law at small

distances when compared to the electron Compton wavelength [3, 27, 31, 33, 34].

2.2 Muonic Atoms

The Lamb shift in muonic helium shares the same contributions as the hydrogen

atom.

The muon is about 200 times heavier than the electron. It means that in muonic

atoms the negative muon moves around the nucleus with an atomic Bohr radius

about 200 times smaller than in the corresponding electronic atom. Hence the

energy levels of muonic atoms suffer a strong influence from the vacuum polarization

effect (VP), the nuclear structure (finite nuclear size and nuclear polarizability) and
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the relativistic recoil, whereas the electronic atoms are dominated by self-energy

effects [3, 22, 31, 34–36]. For instance, the energy levels of S-states are very sensitive to

the nuclear finite size (see figure 2.2), thus suffering relevant shifts when compared to

P -states. Therefore, muonic atoms represent an exceptional opportunity to determine

the root-mean-square (RMS) charge radii of the nuclei and other nuclear properties.

Figure 2.2: Energy levels of µ4He+ [22].

When muonic helium ions are formed, the muons are initially highly excited in a

state 11< n <15. Due to selection rules, 98% of them decay promptly to the ground

state 1S (decaying or interacting weakly with the nucleus) emitting aK-line X-ray and

the remaining 2% populate the long-lived 2S metastable state [32, 37]. The muonic

cascade proceeds via a competition of different collisional processes and radiative

transitions. The collisional processes involved are Stark mixing and external Auger

effect. The radiative transitions, independent on density and collision energy, also

participate in the cascade mechanisms [38]. The first process is due to electric field

influences on the nucleus and electrons from neighbouring atoms and molecules. In the
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Auger process, the transition energy is transferred to an electron of the neighbouring

atom or molecule, being maximum for n = 7.

The lifetime of the µHe+2S-state is a crucial parameter for the experiment,

determining the setup. The muonic helium Lamb shift apparatus, explained in

detailed in chapter 4, was thought and designed for a 2S lifetime of 1.4µs at 30 mbar.

Muonic helium is the second simplest exotic atom after muonic hydrogen. The

µ4He+and µ3He+ions are the only stable muonic helium isotopes, with 2 and 1

neutrons, respectively. Like in hydrogen, QED tests in He+need high precision in the

charge radius of helium nuclei, until now provided by electron scattering experiments.

For instance, r(4He+) = 1.681±0.004 fm with a relative accuracy of ur = 2.5×10−3 [5].

The principal interest in µ4He+comes from its characteristics. Since the finite size

effect scales with Z4r2, where r is the nuclear radius, the µ4He+energy levels are much

more sensitive to bound-state QED corrections when compared to µH, specifically

the effect is 20% in µ4He+compared to 2% in µH. After the good campaign with

muonic hydrogen, which generated the proton radius puzzle, it made sense that the

next muonic atom to test would be muonic helium. CREMA collaboration decided

to measure the 2S − 2P transitions in µ4He+and µ3He+with a precision of 50 ppm.

This result, combined with the theoretical predictions, will lead to a determination

of the nuclear RMS charge radii with a relative accuracy of 3× 10−4, mainly limited

by the uncertainty of the nuclear polarization contribution. [19]. The measurement,

combined with theoretical and experimental results from helium spectroscopy and

electron scattering, will provide valuable support to solve the proton radius puzzle

and, in future, improve the bound-state QED in the 1S Lamb shift in He+.

The various contributions to the 2S1/2 - 2P1/2 energy difference in µ4He+are

summarized in table 2.1. The results obtained were based on [4]. The contributions for

µ3He+are not presented here since more theoretical calculations are needed and at the

time of this writing the Lamb shift of the µ3He+ion was not experimentally measured

yet. The weight of the vacuum polarization (VP) from all the contributions is clear.

Taking into account all corrections except the nuclear polarizability for µ4He+, the
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transition 2S1/2 - 2P1/2 is expected to be [19, 22]:

∆E(meV ) = 1670.370(10)(600)− 105.322r2He + 1.529r3He (meV). (2.6)

For r(4He+)=1.681(4) fm [5] the transition is:

∆E(meV ) = 1380.020(10)theor(600)pol(1420)fin.size (meV). (2.7)

The first, second and third uncertainties are related to ”pure” bound-state QED and

recoil contributions, nuclear polarizability and the finite size effect, respectively.

2.3 X-ray Detectors for Spectroscopy of Muonic

Atoms

To carry out a laser spectroscopy experiment with muonic atoms it is essential to

bring together different scientific backgrounds, such as muon beam production and

gas targets, laser spectroscopy and cavities, electronic and data acquisition systems,

X-ray and electron detectors, as well as theoretical knowledge.

The Grupo de Instrumentação Atómica e Nuclear (GIAN) at the University of

Coimbra joined this collaboration in 1999 thanks to their extensive work in the field of

gaseous detectors. GIAN became responsible for the development and operation of the

X-ray detection system for the muonic hydrogen Lamb shift experiment [17, 39, 40].

Specific requirements of the X-ray detectors had to be met for implementation in the

experiment:

• operation under intense magnetic field (5 T) with no performance degradation;

• energy resolution of about 20 % for 2 keVX-rays;

• time resolution better than 50 ns;

• pulse rise time shorter than 500 ns;
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Table 2.1: Contributions to the Lamb shift ∆E(2P1/2− 2S1/2) in µ4He+. The value

r(4He+)=1.681(4) fm [5] was used to calculate the finite size effect of order (Zα)4 and

the nuclear structure contribution of order (Zα)5 [4].

Contributions ∆E (meV)

One-photon VP contribution, α(Zα)2 1665.782

Two-loop VP contributions in first and second order PT, α2(Zα)2 15.188

Wichmann-Kroll correction 0.135

Three-loop VP contributions in first and second order PT, α3(Zα)2 0.138

Relativistic VP effects -0.203

Hadronic VP 0.223

µ self-energy, µ VP, µ form factor corrections -11.243

Recoil corrections (Zα)4, (Zα)5, (Zα)6 -0.355

Radiative-recoil corrections -0.040

Nuclear structure contribution of order (Zα)4: -105.322 r2He -297.615

Nuclear structure contribution of order (Zα)5: 1.529 r3He 7.261

Nuclear structure and one-two-loop VP + higher order nuclear structure 2.357

Nuclear polarizability contribution 3.100

Total splitting 1380.020
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• large detection area to maximize the solid angle.

The first prototypes assembled and tested for this purpose were three gas detectors

of the type gas proportional scintillation counter (GPSC) [41–43]. One prototype used

a microstrip plate coated with a Caesium Iodide (CsI) film operating in pure xenon

(GPSC1). Another prototype used the same photosensor, microstrip plate coated

with a Caesium Iodide (CsI), but operated in a separate chamber with a quartz

window isolating it from a P-10 mixture chamber (GPSC2). The last prototype had

an APD as photosensor in a xenon atmosphere (GPSC3). None of them had a drift

region to minimize the pulse risetime and time resolution, and to reduce the transverse

drift in primary electrons due to the magnetic field present in the experiment. The

results achieved after careful optimizations are shown in table 2.2.

Table 2.2: Relevant characteristics from the 3 GPSC prototypes developed for the

muonic hydrogen Lamb shift experiment [42].

Prototype MDE (eV) Amplitude
Variation
(5 T/0 T)

Energy
Resolution

2.3 keVX-ray
(0 T— 5 T)

Time
Resolution

(ns)

Risetime
(µs)

GPSC1 300 -25% 27% 31% > 200 1.1

GPSC2 50 +1% 27% 27% 30 0.5

GPSC3 40 -8% 18% 26% 25 1.2

With technological advances in the manufacturing of photodiodes in the last

decade of the past century, APDs started to be produced with diameters up to

16 mm [44]. They presented gains of a few hundreds and a high disruption voltage

(≈ 2 kV) [45]. Several techniques were extensively developed in companies such as

Advanced Photonix Inc., Hamamatsu Photonics and RMD in order to produce a

large quantity of reliable and homogeneous prototypes [43], in order to be a good

option in direct low energy X-ray detection in replacement of gas detectors with
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photosensors. Since then, large area APDs have been extensively studied in view of

their application in different fields, from high energy physics to medical applications

[46–49], as well as for the muonic hydrogen experiment, to be used as low energy

X-ray detectors [27, 43, 50–53].

The relative small area of each APD is compensated by the use of arrays of

several detectors with a dimension close to the useful detection area. This way all

the requirements listed above for the X-ray detection system for the muonic hydrogen

experiment were fulfilled. APDs have compact structures and are simple to operate.

They are less sensitive to ionizing particles, allowing a complete separation between

electrons and X-rays. They can operate under intense magnetic fields with negligible

performance degradation for 2 keV X-rays. The pulse shape does not have a relevant

dependence on the magnetic field as well. Concerning the rise time, a slight difference

between 0 T and 5 T was measured, respectively 20 and 32 ns [43]. These values are far

better in comparison with the prototypes from table 2.2, allowing detection of events

in time coincidence. The time resolution was determined by coincidence between

5.4 keV X-rays and 835 keV γ-rays both emitted by a 54Mn radioactive source [42, 43].

Values between 10 and 12 ns were obtained, much lower than the gaseous prototypes

in table 2.2.

Large area avalanche photodiodes were chosen instead of the gaseous detectors,

and since then they have been used as direct X-ray detectors for 1.9 keV X-rays

emitted by muonic hydrogen atoms in the Lamb shift experiment. In the first run

in 2002, circular LAAPDs from API [50–52] were used, as seen in figure 2.3. Two

series of 6 photodiodes were cooled down to −10◦C for energy resolution and signal-

to-noise ratio improvements [51, 54]. Each LAAPD had a 16 mm diameter and an

energy resolution for 1.9 keV X-rays of about 25%.

In the second run in 2003, new LAAPDs with square shape and planar structure

from Radiation Monitoring Devices Inc. were used (see figure 2.4).

The main difference of the new prototypes from the previous ones is their square

shape, with 13.5×13.5 mm2 active area, delimited by a thin edge of inactive material.
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Figure 2.3: LAAPDs from Advanced Photonix Inc. used in 2002 with round shape

and 16 mm diameter.

Figure 2.4: LAAPDs from Radiation Monitoring Devices Inc. (RMD) with 13.5×

13.5 mm2 active area used in muonic hydrogen runs since 2003.

This allowed for a significant increase in the useful area, as instead of 6 detectors, 10

new prototypes could be implemented in each array, thus increasing the solid angle for

X-ray detection. However, they presented higher dark currents at room temperature,

about 2µA, consequently degrading the energy resolution and the signal-to-noise ratio.
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This drawback was overcome by decreasing the temperature to −30◦C, thus dropping

the dark current for values in the range of 10− 20 nA [43]. In the subsequent runs, in

2007 and 2009, LAAPDs from RMD were extensively used. They are reverse biased

at voltages between 1600 and 1700 V. Typical gains of about 200 are achieved varying

from LAAPD to LAAPD. Cooled down to −30◦C, they presented for 1.9 keV X-rays

an average energy resolution of 30% at FWHM. The time resolution was about 35 ns.

The pre-amplifiers used during the muonic hydrogen experiment campaigns are RAL

108A prototypes from Rutherford Appleton Laboratory (RAL) specifically designed

as one of the components for a modular amplifier system for the readout of silicon

strip detectors. The RAL 108A preamplifier is a low noise charge sensitive device,

amplifying negative input signals and giving at its output positive signals [55].
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Chapter 3

X-ray Detection with Avalanche

Photodiodes

This chapter is intended to give the reader information about the physical processes

behind the detectors used in the muonic helium Lamb shift experiment and the main

characteristics of avalanche photodiodes. Section 3.1 provides a general description of

the processes of interaction of X-rays and charged particles with matter. The second

section discusses the possible detectors to be implemented in the muonic helium

experiment. In section 3.3, the characteristics of avalanche photodiodes are displayed,

in particular their working principle. The operational parameters are showed in the

last section.

3.1 Interaction of Radiation with Matter

It is very important to understand how the particles to be detected in the experiment

interact and lose energy within the detector’s material, as well as the processes

involved. The performance and operation of the detector depend on this, since those

interactions determine the sensitivity and efficiency of the detector for a specific

particle. There are several distinct ways of categorizing particles. They can be
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distinguished taking into account their effect on matter, and they can be distinguished

between charged and uncharged particle, interacting differently with matter. This is

a wide and complex field and the relevant information will be presented here in a

straightforward manner, in order to give the reader a fundamental understanding of

the most important effects that are originated from ionizing radiation, in particular

X-rays, electrons, protons and alpha particles. For further details, beyond the scope

of this thesis, see [56–58].

3.1.1 X-rays

When an X-ray photon interacts with matter, several interaction mechanisms can

occur. Those mechanisms are determined by the photon energy and by the material

atomic number. The most relevant processes are:

• Photoelectric effect,

• Compton scattering,

• Pair production.

Figure 3.1 shows the cross sections(1) in silicon for each of these interaction

processes as a function of the photon energy. The photoelectric effect dominates

for lower energies, presenting a K-edge(2) of 1.84 keV. The Compton Scattering

(Incoherent scattering) is relevant for energies from 0.1 to 1 MeV. For higher energies,

above 1.02 MeV, the pair production becomes relevant.

The photoelectric effect is an interaction between a single X-ray photon and a

bound atomic electron. Since the photon has zero rest mass, all its energy (hν) is in

the form of kinetic energy and will be transferred to the electron, with the photon

disappearing in the process. If the energy transferred by the photon is greater than

(1)The cross section is essentially a measurement of the probability for an interaction to occur and
may be calculated if the form of the basic interaction between the particles is known [57].

(2)K edge is the energy where the absorption coefficient suffers a sharp rise, which happens when
the X-ray energy equals the binding energy of a K-shell electron.
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Figure 3.1: Cross sections for several interaction mechanisms as a function of the

X-ray energy deposited in Si material.

the electron binding energy (Eb) in the atom, the latter will be ejected as a free

electron from the respective shell, with kinetic energy equal to:

Ee = hν − Eb. (3.1)

Only electrons with binding energy smaller than the photon energy can be ”kicked

out”, and those with highest probability are placed in the inner atomic shells.

Therefore, the ion is unstable and an electron from a higher energy level is moving

down to the unfilled energy level. Two processes can arise here: either one electron

from an outside shell is moving from its shell directly to fill the gap, or a cascade
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event will take place, the K-shell gap is then refilled by a L-shell electron, and so

on. In these processes, since an electron from a higher energy shell is moving to a

lower energy level, there is an excess of energy, so either photons are produced (called

characteristic radiation) or other electrons are ejected from their shells (known as

Auger electrons).

In Compton scattering, the interaction between the photon and the electron will

lead to photon deflection through an angle (θ) from the initial direction and the

electron is removed from its shell. The energy of the deflected photon is reduced and

the remaining energy will be given to the electron. The new photon energy is given

by:

hν
′
=

hν

1 +
hν

m0c2
(1− cos θ)

, (3.2)

where m0c
2 is the electron rest-mass energy. If the angle θ is small, less energy is

transferred; otherwise, for higher angles, more energy will be transferred.

The pair production effect is an interaction between a photon and the nucleus.

However, it will take place only when the photon exceeds twice the rest-mass energy

of an electron. The photon will be absorbed, producing a positron-electron pair, with

the subsequent positron annihilation originating two photons. This effect is significant

for higher photon energies.

Within the scope of this thesis, the last two effects are almost negligible, since

the X-ray energy involved is 8.2 keV, well below 100 keV, where Compton scattering

starts to dominate over the photoelectric absorption [56–58].

3.1.2 Charged Particles

When charged particles such as electrons and positrons, protons, alpha particles,

muons, heavy ions, among others, are passing through matter, they lose energy and

may suffer a deflection from their initial directions. However, these mechanisms are

not the same as for X-rays (uncharged particles), and they may also differ for light
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charged particles (such as electrons) and heavy charged particles (such as protons).

Because of this, they will be treated separately in this thesis.

For heavy charged particles, the interactions that are more likely to occur are

Coulomb interactions with atomic electrons (inelastic interaction), even if other

interactions with the atomic nucleus may occur. The charged particle interactions

with many atomic electrons depend on the distance between the particle and the

electrons, and may lead to the atom’s excitation or ionization. Due to the huge mass

difference between the two interacting particles, the heavy charged particle will not

lose all the energy in one collision, but instead will need a large number of interactions

with electrons from the medium alongside its path to lose all its energy and to stop.

This behaviour is represented as the linear stopping power, S, and it is given by the

Bethe-Bloch formula:

S = −dE
dx

=
4πe4z2

m0v2
NB, (3.3)

where

B ≡ Z

[
ln

2m0v
2

I
− ln

(
1− v2

c2

)
− v2

c2

]
, (3.4)

v and ze being the velocity and charge of the primary particle, m0 and e the electron

rest mass and charge, N and Z the density number and the atomic number of the

absorber atoms and c the velocity of light.

The way heavy charged particles lose energy through the material is a well-known

process described by the Bragg curve. It is characterized by a small energy loss in the

beginning of the track, increasing slightly with the penetration in the material until

it reaches a maximum, stopping finally. The heavy charged particles have a finite and

almost straight range along their way (see figure 3.2), in a specific material and, due

to their large mass, they will suffer almost no deflection [56–58].

Fast electrons, also known as β particles, interact with matter also through

Coulomb interactions like heavy charged particles. However, other relevant inter-

actions need to be taken into account, such as radiative processes consisting of an

energy loss where bremsstrahlung radiation is generated. Therefore, the equation
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Figure 3.2: Relative dose deposited as a function depth along a non specific material

for protons and X-ray photons [59].

for the stopping power will have two parameters related to collisional and radiative

processes:
dE

dx
=

(
dE

dx

)
c

+

(
dE

dx

)
r

, (3.5)

where the collisional parameter for electrons has the form:

−
(
dE

dx

)
c

=
2πe4NZ

m0v2

(
ln

m0v
2E

2I2(1− β2)
− (ln 2)(2

√
1− β2 − 1 + β2)

+ (1− β2) +
1

8

(
1−
√

1− β2
)2)

, (3.6)

and the radiative parameter is described by:

−
(
dE

dx

)
r

=
NEZ(Z + 1)e4

137m2
0c

4

(
4 ln

2E

m0c2
− 4

3

)
, (3.7)
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where β ≡ v/c and the other elements are already described in equation 3.3. Unlike

what happens with heavy charged particles, since β particles have masses equal to

atomic electrons, larger deflection angles and tortuous path along their tracks will

take place.

Nevertheless, since the nuclear radius (about10−14m) is much smaller than the

atomic radius (10−10m), the ratio between the number of interactions with atomic

electrons and the number of interactions with the nucleus is of the order of 108,

meaning that the first is the major process of energy loss for charged particles [56–58].

3.2 X-ray Detection

There is a vast diversity of X-ray detectors, depending on the specific application:

count rate measurements, total flux, single photon counting, energy, position or

time determination of each X-ray photon. The first prototypes to be evaluated for

experiments with muonic atoms were gas proportional scintillation counters. The

idea of using GPSC was rapidly set aside due to technical and mechanical reasons.

The place where the high voltage was applied is at the entrance of the radiation

window, repelling the muons and preventing them from entering the target. On the

other hand, the detector time response was not fast. At that time these drawbacks

were considered limitation factors, which led to searching for other types of detectors

to replace GPSCs, in particular solid state detectors due to their compactness. The

general and most relevant properties of the different detectors are listed in table 3.1.

APDs show the lowest dead time and the maximum count rate capability from all

detectors. In comparison with gas ionization and scintillation detectors the energy

resolution is better. The energy range of detection for APDs is the same as for gas

ionization and proportional detectors; nonetheless, their range is much smaller than

the range of scintillation and HPGe detectors, which can detect particle energies

from 1 to 10.000 keV. Therefore, since there is always need to compromise and find
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a balance between the application’s purpose and the detector characteristics, APDs

present very good properties for different detection applications.

Table 3.1: Relevant properties of different X-ray detectors. The third column quotes

typical relative energy resolutions (FWHM) for 8 keV X-rays [60].

Detector Energy
Range(keV)

Resolution
(%)

Dead
time/event

(µs)

Maximum
count rate

(s−1)

Gas ionization
(current mode)

0.2 - 50 20 0.2 107

GPSC 0.2 - 50 15 0.2 106

Scintillation [NaI(TI)] 3 - 10.000 40 0.25 2× 106

Energy-resolving
semiconductor

(HPGe)

1 - 10.000 10 0.5 - 30 2× 105

Avalanche
photodiodes

0.1 - 50 20 0.01 108

In the muonic hydrogen Lamb shift experiment the detectors used, for 1.9 keV X-

rays, were avalanche photodiode since they matched the above mentioned constraints.

At the same time, they are insensitive to intense magnetic fields, among other useful

characteristics. However, for 8 keV X-rays they present a detection efficiency of only

40% (without considering the effect of the X-ray incident angle), comparing with 90%

efficiency for 2 keV X-rays. Alternative detectors for the muonic helium Lamb shift

experiment were searched.

One alternative could be the use of scintillation detectors coupled to photomulti-

plier tubes. They have competitive characteristics in comparison to the APD [45, 48],

such as a larger detection area and higher internal gain, although the PMT volume and

sensitivity to intense magnetic fields are real drawbacks. Other possible substitutes
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of standard APDs as 8 keV X-rays detectors are reach-through avalanche photodiode

(RT-APD) and cadmium zinc tellurium (CZT) detectors.

CZT and CdTe detectors are compound semiconductor devices developed to detect

charged and uncharged particles with applications in several fields, from nuclear

medicine imaging and hard X-ray astronomy to gamma-ray spectroscopy, over a vast

temperature range (−20◦C to 40◦C) [61–65]. They have a very high linear coefficient,

thus allowing high detection efficiency in a small volume and low leakage currents,

which provides low electronic noise level at room temperature. This makes them

attractive for X-ray and gamma-ray spectroscopy [64]. There is also the possibility

of producing configurations with particular geometries incorporated, such as the size

of the collecting electrodes, which is an important advantage over other detectors.

There are CZT and CdTe prototypes available in the market. For instance, for an

incident photon with energy of 8 keV, the efficiency of a 1 mm thick CdTe device is

almost 100 % [65]. The results achieved with these solid-state detectors have shown

much better energy resolution than scintillation detectors [63], and studies targeted

for medical applications at room temperature revealed an energy resolution of 5 %

and a good photopeak efficiency, for a photon energy of 140 keV. For an energy

of 122 keV, an energy resolution of 3.6 % was obtained, together with very high

photopeak efficiency [62]. Other studies aiming to find a viable alternative to Si

and Ge semiconductors working at room temperature, achieved for 5.9 keV an energy

resolution of 311 eV at FWHM (5.3 %) at −37◦C and 1500 eV at FWHM (25.4 %)

at 20◦C [64]. They also showed symmetric photopeaks in the measured energy-

loss spectra for energies below 50 keV. The detector showed in general a uniform

spatial response, with few localized areas presenting non-uniformities. However, the

manufacturing process of these detectors is complex, and they present a considerable

number of critical steps which may compromise the detector performance. Another

drawback is the material itself, since it is necessary to guarantee homogeneity and

low defect density to minimize the leakage currents and short circuits between the

contacts, as well as to ensure good charge transport. Another characteristic to take
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into account in these detectors is the hole tailing effect, which introduces a pulse

height loss in the measured signal due to the dependence of the amplitude with the

depth of interaction, decreasing with increasing depth. For more details about these

detectors, see [61–67].

In APDs, X-rays are absorbed in silicon with an average absorption length

which varies with the photon energy. Most X-rays absorbed in the Si material are

converted into electron-hole pairs. However, the variation of the X-ray interaction

probability at different depths in the depletion region will lead to partial amplification,

consequently affecting the energy linearity of the detector. The X-ray absorption

length dependence on photon energy will affect the detector’s efficiency [46, 68].

Reach-through avalanche photodiodes are regular APDs with a thicker depletion

layer, which makes them more efficient for higher energies [23, 69]. The detection

efficiency is a critical parameter for the muonic helium Lamb shift experiment, where

8 keV X-rays need to be detected with the highest efficiency possible, as well as with

good energy resolution. These detectors have been used for different applications such

as X-ray diffraction experiments, optical communications, read-out of scintillation in

gamma-ray detectors, X-ray/gamma-ray imaging spectrometers, and as soft X-ray

detectors [23, 24, 69, 70]. A RT-APD with 3 mm diameter and 130µm depletion

layer has shown an energy resolution of 6.4% (FWHM) for 5.9 keV photons and

a minimum detectable energy of about 0.3 keV at −20◦C [23]. In what concerns

timing properties, the RT-APD has shown excellent results in comparison to fast

PMTs. It also presented good counting rate capability. The output count rate loss

was less than 10% for an input rate of approximately 107 photons s−1. The main

disadvantage of these detectors is the manufacturing process, which is not reliable thus

compromising the silicon wafer uniformity and consequently impairing the detector

overall performance.

The APDs used in the muonic hydrogen experiment were first tested, in particular

the determination of their quantum efficiency for 8 keV X-rays. Then, two RT-APD

prototypes from Hamamatsu Photonics with square and rectangular shapes (5×5 mm2
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and 3× 5 mm2 active areas) were tested in detail for 8 keV X-ray spectroscopy. Since

the results with the APDs were relatively good, the study of CZT detectors was

discarded for this experiment.

3.3 Avalanche Photodiodes

Avalanche photodiodes are semiconductor devices combining the advantages of

conventional photodiodes and photomultiplier tubes. That was the main reason

behind a growing interest in them during the decade of 1990. They are nowadays

spread across various application fields, from nuclear to particle physics and medicine,

as direct X-ray detectors or coupled to scintillators [48, 49, 52, 53, 71–77].

APDs are monolithic devices made of silicon material with p-n junctions exploiting

the photoelectric effect to convert photons into electron-hole pairs. The p-n junction

is reverse bias polarized at both ends of the Si wafer. The main difference from

PIN diodes is the existence of a very high electric field region where the free charge

carriers, when crossing it, acquire enough energy to produce more electron-hole pairs

in an avalanche process. This way, a signal gain arises. This is the main advantage of

APDs over PIN diodes as detectors with high signal-to-noise ratio. Other advantages

of APD are their fast response, compact and rugged structure, low power consumption

and sensitivity to different radiation types. These properties make them suitable for

a wide range of applications. There are currently four main companies manufacturing

APDs: Hamamatsu Photonics, Advanced Photonix Inc. (API), Radiation Monitoring

Devices Inc. (RMD) and Perkin Elmer Optoelectronics (EG&G), although their

research and development continues running in industry and in the academy.

3.3.1 Operation Principle

The APD working principle is based on photon conversion into charge carriers in

the depletion region (active volume), with subsequent multiplication in an avalanche
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process via impact ionization. The active volume is composed essentially by two

regions with different electric fields intensities, the absorption region (Ab) and the

multiplication region (Av), as seen in figure 3.3 [78, 79]. The p-n junction plays the key

role in the photon absorption and electron-hole pair multiplication. A regular Si APD

consists of a p region positively doped and a n region negatively doped sandwiching

a neutral charge area, which is the depletion region (also known as π-region) [80].

Depending on the doping material (p-type or n-type) and their concentrations, one

will have an acceptor or donor semiconductor. The acceptor will have free positive

charges in the bulk of the material, and the donor will have more negative charges and

may donate them to the material bulk. For example, the main difference between an

APD and a RT-APD is the width of the depletion region: the first presents a width

of about 50µm, the latter approximately 130µm. There are different geometrical

and layer configurations depending from company to company. Figure 3.3 shows one

possible APD scheme configuration adapted from [81]. The dimensions in the picture

are not in scale.

In the front surface of the APD there is a SiO2 layer, which is used to prevent

the detector from high dark currents. An X-ray photon absorbed in the absorption

region (Ab) or depletion region produces a fast photoelectron, which slows down in

successive collisions, resulting in many electron-hole pairs, with an average energy of

3.62 eV deposited per electron-hole pair. This zone is characterized by a low electric

field, which increases slowly with depth, being responsible for separating the holes and

electrons generated and to redirect them towards the respective electrodes. However,

before arriving, the electrons will pass through an intense electric field region, the

avalanche region (Av), where charges will be multiplied in successive collisions by

impact ionization [43, 58, 73, 78]. The average absorption length for incident X-

rays depends strongly on the photon energy [43, 48, 49, 53]. For instance, for 8 keV

X-rays, the average absorption length is about 70µm, when compared to 1.7µm,

30µm and 150µm for 2 keV, 6 keV and 10 keV, respectively [82]. When a photon

interacts with the semiconductor bulk, three different and distinct phenomena can
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Figure 3.3: Schematic of the RT-APD structure and the electric field strength in the

different regions (Ab-absorption region; Av-Avalanche region). The depletion region

is around the p-n junction. The red circles represent the electrons and the green

circles the holes. The arrows, red and green, indicate the direction of the charges.

The picture is not in a real scale. Adapted from [81].

happen: the lattice excitation (when incident radiation deposits energy increasing

the lattice vibrations), ionization (when photon produces an electron-hole pair), or

atomic displacement (non-ionizing phenomenon causing bulk damage by radiation).

Within the scope of this thesis, only the second process is useful. Nevertheless,

the lattice excitation poses a significant contribution to the statistics of electron-

hole pair production. The average energy needed to create an electron-hole pair in

silicon (3.62 eV) does not depend on the type of radiation detected. The ionization
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process is similar to gas detectors, although it is the low average energy needed for the

electron-hole pair creation that makes the semiconductor interesting. In gases, the

average energy is approximately 4 to 8 times higher than in semiconductors. Thus,

the number of charge carriers is much higher in semiconductors, making them superior

in what concerns resolution and sensitivity [58, 78, 79]. But even if the semiconductor

has a better performance, it is still far from the ideal detector. The impurities and

crystal imperfections cause additional production of electron-hole pairs, which may

cause electron recombination through two processes, band or trap recombination, thus

introducing non-linearities in the response of the detectors [58, 78].

In these detectors, the pulse amplitude is proportional to the energy absorbed in

silicon. In the end, one will have an energy spectrum to analyse.

3.3.2 Operational Characteristics

The main basic operational characteristics in detectors in general, and APDs in

particular, are the quantum efficiency, gain, energy resolution, noise level and time

response.

Detection efficiency may be defined as the ratio between the number of electron-

hole pairs generated and the number of incident photons in the detector active area.

To achieve the maximum detection efficiency, photons should be absorbed only in the

absorption layer, creating electron-hole pairs that are fully amplified and have a fast

time response due to the electric field applied. However, some photons are absorbed

before the absorption region and others are absorbed directly in the avalanche zone.

In the first case, delayed charges will be originated since there is a residual electric

field that is not strong enough to rapidly transport them to the edge of the absorption

zone. Some traps may also exist, holding electrons for long periods, thus causing a

reduction in the amplitude of the current pulse, and consequently a reduction in the

output signal amplitude. If photons are absorbed in the avalanche zone, they will

just be partially amplified, originating pulses with lower amplitude but fast response.
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In practice, photons absorbed in these two regions will create low energy tails in

the amplitude distributions, an effect that deviates the APD output pulse amplitude

distribution from a Gaussian curve [43, 58, 78]. It is also perceptible from the above

that the time resolution is strongly dependent on the X-ray interaction point.

The energy spectrum will be highly affected by noise. As a consequence, the

Gaussian distribution will be widened, thus degrading the energy resolution. This is

one of the key parameters in spectroscopy applications.

Since APDs were designed to operate under a reverse bias voltage at low light

levels, their sensitivity is strongly limited by the noise. The main noise sources are:

• Leakage currents,

• Excess noise factor,

• Thermal noise.

The leakage current is a random fluctuation following Poisson statistics. In APDs

the current has two components: the surface leakage current (IDS) generated in the

interface between the p-n junction and the SiO2 layer, and the bulk leakage current

(IDB) which is multiplied by the gain (G) and is generated inside de silicon volume.

The leakage current (IDB) can be expressed in terms of these components

ID = IDS + IDB.G (3.8)

There is another contribution to the noise related to the avalanche process itself,

which is the excess noise factor (F). Even if the reverse bias applied is constant, thus

keeping the gain constant due to the statistical nature of the multiplication process,

the number of generated carriers is not uniform, thus degrading the detector’s overall

performance. This parameter is expressed by:

F = keff .G+ (1− keff )
(

2− 1

G

)
, (3.9)
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where keff is the ratio of electron and hole ionization coefficients, and can be

determined experimentally using the model developed by McIntyre [83].

The thermal noise is the noise related with the output circuitry, mainly generated

in the preamplifier due to thermal agitations of charge carriers and is given by:

< VN >=

√
4kBT

Req

, (3.10)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant (1.38× 10−23 J/K), T the absolute temperature

(in K), and Req = 2/3gm the equivalent resistance for the junction FET employed

in charge-sensitive preamplifiers used with semiconductor detectors and being gm the

FET mutual conductance [84]. Other contributions, such as the FET capacitance,

its input current and the detector’s polarization resistance, contribute to thermal

noise, although their weight is not relevant when compared to the equivalent

resistance [43, 53, 73].

The gain depends strongly on temperature and on the electric field applied

in the multiplication region. The exponential gain dependence with bias voltage

is well known. However, there is a voltage limit where the gain is maximum.

When exceeding this value, the output signal ceases to be proportional to the

amount of incident radiation, originating a device disruption. What occurs in this

high gain region is a positive feedback from hole-induced ionization just after the

multiplication region, resulting in an avalanche almost as high as the one of the

primary avalanche [43, 58, 73]. In what concerns temperature, for a constant bias

voltage, the gain drops with the increase in temperature, due to an energy loss

interaction of electrons with phonons from the crystal lattice. It is then important

to stabilize the operational temperature and voltage in order to have a constant

output [43, 58, 73, 78].

The energy resolution is generally defined, for a monoenergetic radiation source,

as the FWHM of the peak detected in a pulse height distribution, relatively to its

centroid, H0, assuming no background on top of which the peak is superimposed [58].
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In mathematical terms, it is presented as:

Res =
FWHM

H0

=
2.35K

√
N

KN
=

2.35√
N
, (3.11)

where FWHM is the full width at half maximum, N is the total number of charge

carriers and K is a proportional constant [58].

A detector with “good resolution” is the one that has the width of the distribution

as low as possible, revealing a superior detector performance. In other words, a

detector with good resolution would have as many charge carriers generated per event

as possible.

APDs belong to the semiconductor detector’s family which are very popular due

to their high amount of charge carriers generated. However, some contributions lead

to the peak enlargement, such as statistical fluctuations, gain non-uniformities and

detector noise, all explained in detail in chapter 5.

Depending on the type of radiation detected, for example light or X-rays, different

contributions to the energy resolution need to be taken into account, since the

absorption process of the radiation is quite different within the silicon wafer. Thus,

since for X-rays it is a point-like absorption mechanism, whereas in light it is spread

all over the APD volume averaging the total fluctuations, some considerations need

to be understood and considered.

The detector’s time response is determined by the transit time of the carriers in the

depletion region and by the Req and CT constant from the pre-amplifier. The carrier’s

velocity is dependent on the electric field strength. Ideally, the velocity is higher for

a higher electric field; however, there is a maximum value in the voltage applied

before rupture, as explained before. The ideal CT value, given by the total effective

capacitance in the pre-amplifier input (including the detector and the FET input

capacitance) and the Req value, should be as short as possible, and provide a higher

system cutoff frequency. The best time response can be achieved by increasing the

depletion region’s thickness and selecting theReq and CT values in accordance with the
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detectors ones. It is evident that a compromise should be taken. Another phenomenon

that happens in the avalanche region is that charge carriers will successively collide

with the crystal lattice along their path, taking longer to travel the same distance in

the depletion region. As mentioned before, if the photons are absorbed outside the

absorption layer, which is characterized by a residual electric field, it will cause not

fully amplified and delayed pulses, degrading the detector’s time response [58, 79].
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Chapter 4

Muonic Helium Lamb Shift

Experiment: Principle and

Apparatus

The principle of the muonic helium Lamb shift experiment consists on measuring

through laser spectroscopy the transition from the 2S metastable state to the 2P

state in muonic helium ions, as seen in figure 4.1.

A low energy negative muon beam is stopped in a helium gas volume at low

pressure, producing highly excited He+ ions. The majority of these ions (about

98%) de-excite rapidly to the 1S ground state, promptly emitting X-rays, but a

small fraction (2 %) remains in the long-lived 2S state. A short laser pulse with a

wavelength tunable in the region of 800− 970 nm is sent to a mirror cavity involving

the gas volume after the muon stops in the target, inducing the 2S − 2P transition.

Atoms in the 2P state promptly de-excite to the ground state, emitting 8.2 keV X-rays

in time-coincidence with the laser pulse. The laser-induced events are determined as

a function of the laser wavelength, originating a resonance curve that determines the

Lamb shift [7, 32]. There are two essential parameters to take into account in order
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Figure 4.1: Principle of excitation for the 2S − 2P transition. A short laser pulse

corresponding to the 2S− 2P transition frequency is sent to a mirror cavity involving

the gas volume and induces the 2S − 2P transition from the fraction of muons (2 %)

remaining in the long-lived 2S state. The atom deexcites to the ground state emitting

8.2 keV X-rays in time-coincidence with the laser pulse. Adapted from [22].

to maximize the number of muonic helium ions available in the 2S state: the lifetime

of the 2S metastable state (τ2S) and its relative population (ε2S) [22].

The 2S lifetime is determined by three parameters, the muon lifetime (τµ =

2.2µ s), the 2S − 1S two-photon decay rate and the quenching rate, which in

turn depends on the helium pressure. Thus, since the environment is gaseous the

interactions with the gas molecules have to be considered. It is known that the

quenching rate shortens the 2S lifetime for higher gas densities, and consequently

for higher pressures (in the mbar region). For this experiment, simulation studies

determined the best gas pressure to be 4 hPa, corresponding to a lifetime of 1.71µs

and a long-lived 2S population of ε2S = (2.2 ± 0.3) % [22]. For these calculated

parameters, only a few “good” events per hour on resonance are expected. Therefore,

the X-ray detection and the laser systems are optimized to obtain as many events as

possible.
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The experiment is taking place at Paul Scherrer Institute in Switzerland. The

institute has a proton beam facility where protons are accelerated to 590 MeV (2 mA

current) and collide with a carbon target with a 40 mm thick rotating-wheel. Pions

and muons are there produced and partly guided by a secondary beam line to the πE5

area. The experimental apparatus in figure 4.2 shows the muon beam line and the

solenoid containing the target, the X-ray and electron detector systems and the laser

cavity. Two other zones outside the radiation environment complete the experimental

apparatus, the laser hut and the counting room. The laser hut is where the laser

system is implemented. The laser output is directed by a set of mirrors to the cavity

mirror inside the gas target. Most of the data acquisition system for the experiment,

ADCs, TDCs, WFDs, NIM and VME modules, the frontend and backend computers,

as well as computers to monitor the online data-taking are placed inside the counting

room. Details about each part of the experimental apparatus are described below.

4.1 Muon Beam Line and Target Systems

After the proton generation by the cyclotron ring and posterior production of pions

and muons, particles are driven to the πE5 area with the goal of forming muonic

helium atoms. In order to achieve this, a complex beam line is assembled, as seen in

figure 4.3. The beam line is composed of the following parts:

• Cyclotron Trap (CT) - where pions decay into high energy muons and these are

decelerated into low-energy muons.

• Muon Extraction Channel (MEC) - responsible for the transport and selection

of low energy muons.

• PSC solenoid with two transmission detectors for muon detection. The gas

target is placed inside the PSC solenoid, as well as the optical cavity and the

X-ray and electron detectors.
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Figure 4.2: Part of the complex experimental apparatus used for the muonic helium

Lamb shift experiment, located in the πE5 area at PSI. The experimental apparatus is

complete with the laser hut and counting room areas, not shown in the figure. The CT

is responsible for the decay of pions into muons, the MEC, is in charge of selecting

the appropriate muons and their transport to the PSC solenoid, which incorporates

the helium target, the optical cavity and the X-ray and electron detectors. Adapted

from [85].

About 108s−1 negative pions with a 102 MeV/c momentum enter the CT area

tangentially. After hitting a moderator, they lose energy and decay into negative

muons with energies of the order of MeV. Muons are slowed down when passing

many times through a metallized thin foil (Formvar) polarized with a high voltage.

The magnetic forces dominate over the electric field applied to the foil, until low

kinetic energies, of the order of tens of keV, are achieved. Muons that escape from

the CT enter the MEC, a curved solenoid for transport and selection, which works as
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Figure 4.3: Schematic of the muon beam line and target systems. After protons

produce pions, these are slowed down by hitting a moderator with posterior decay into

muons in the CT. The muons which escape from the CT are driven through the MEC

and directed to the PSC solenoid to form muonic helium atoms. Adapted from [85].

a momentum filter. This region operates at a 0.15 T toroidal magnetic field, selecting

muons with 20 keV energy and providing their separation from unwanted background

radiation and particles (see figure 4.3). For example, an intense flow of electrons is

one of the background contributions, produced when muons pass through the coil [7].

It is the curved configuration, leading to an horizontal gradient and consequently a

downward force, which is responsible for separate muons from electrons, along with

their velocity difference. After this selection, muons are driven to the PSC solenoid

that contains the gas target volume and two transmission detectors to set the muon

trigger, as well as the optical cavity and the X-ray and electron detectors. This

solenoid operates under a 5 T magnetic field to guarantee minimum radial dispersion

of the muon beam and enhance its concentration in the target volume. Before entering

the gas volume, muons cross two stacks (S1 and S2) of ultra thin carbon foils, with

4µg/cm2 thickness each, where they release electrons, as shown in figure 4.4 [43].
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Figure 4.4: Schematic of the PSC solenoid with 1 m length. Inside there are muon

detectors, the gas target, the optical cavity and X-ray and electron detectors. When

a muon passes through the first stack, S1, electrons are released and are detected in

a scintillator coupled via light guides to a photomultiplier, PM1. The same process

occurs in the S2 stack, however the electrons are detected by either the PM2 or PM3

detectors. Those two signals in TOF coincidence are the signal trigger for the laser

and the data acquisition system. After the S2 stack interaction, the muon continues

arriving at the gas target where muonic helium atoms will be formed. Adapted

from [85].

The first stack, denoted as S1, is kept at voltages up to −12 kV, decelerating

muons down to 5− 8 keV. The released electrons are driven to a scintillator coupled

to a photomultiplier (PM1) through light guides. Due to an
−→
E ×

−→
B separator

between the stack and the scintillator, the transversal shift is higher for muons than

for electrons, allowing muons to continue their trajectory towards the target. The

electrons will be accelerated towards the scintillator and detected, originating the first

muonic signal (Sdown1 ).

Once the muon reaches the second stack (S2), the process is repeated, nevertheless

the electrons are detected by either the PM2 or PM3 photomultipliers, originating

the second muonic signal (Sup2 or Sdown2 , respectively). In practice the electrons from

S1 and S2, in time-of-flight coincidence (with typical time of flight of 150 ns for 5 keV

muons) will originate the trigger signal for the data acquisition system and for the

laser.
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Inside the target system, muons are slowed down in the gas volume (with a pressure

of approximately 3 hPa and a length of 20 cm) by collisions with the gas atoms and

are finally captured by a helium atom, producing µHe in highly excited states (see

section 2.2). The gas volume is surrounded by a multipass cavity and above and

below there are x-ray detectors positioned. The electron detectors are also located

there but more aside, as explained below.

4.2 Laser System and Optical Cavity

When the trigger signal from muon detectors is set, the laser system is triggered. The

laser has to deliver pulses of 4 mJ at 812 nm (figure 4.5). It has also to be stochastically

triggerable, with average rates of about 500 s−1 and a delay time between the trigger

signal and the arrival of the pulse to the cavity shorter than 1.7µs. It has to be

tunable around the predicted transition frequency (800-970 nm), with a bandwidth

below 10 GHz to search for the resonance [19, 22, 36].

The complex laser system is composed by 3 distinct parts. The frequency double

Yb:YAG thin disk laser responsible for pumping the Ti:Sa ring laser with 43 mJ

of 515 nm light. It has a Q-switched oscillator and 12 pass amplifier generating

80 mJ pulses which are converted by a non-linear crystal into the 43 mJ. The

tunable continuous wave (cw) Ti:Sa laser is in charge of determining the wavelength

and locking the cavity laser and for monitoring the wavemeters. The stability is

guaranteed by locking it to an external Fabry-Perot cavity [19]. And at last, the

pulsed Ti:Sa ring laser, which generates pulses of 4 mJ and forward them to the

optical cavity, 20 m away from the laser hut.

The light is transported to the optical cavity, illuminating the gas target volume

but before it is coupled by means of an off-axis parabolic mirror (OAP), seen in

figure 4.5.

The multipass cavity (figure 4.6) made of two sized mirrors placed parallel to

each other, surrounds the gas target. It is designed to be robust, insensitive to
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Figure 4.5: Schematic of the laser system used in the muonic helium Lamb shift

experiment. It is composed essentially by three distinct parts, the frequency double

Yb:YAG thin disk laser responsible for pumping the Ti:Sa ring laser, and the tunable

continuous wave (cw) Ti:Sa laser. At the end pulses with 4 mJ are directed to the

optical cavity. Assigned by CREMA.

misalignment and to illuminate the whole gas volume. The laser enters through a

small hole (0.6 mm diameter) in the centre of one of the mirrors.

4.3 X-ray and Electron Detectors

When muonic helium atoms in the 2P state de-excite to the ground state, they emit

8.2 keV X-rays. Only a few good events per hour are expected in coincidence with

the laser pulse, so it is very important to ensure that all events are recorded. The

most important X-ray detector requirements are:

• no performance degradation under intense magnetic field (5 T),

• good energy resolution,
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Figure 4.6: Multipass cavity (green) and one LAAPD array mounted inside the

target and below the muon beam axis. It is also visible from where the muon beam

enters (red) as well as the laser pulse (blue) and the path of its reflection in the cavity.

Assigned by CREMA.

• compactness and robustness,

• fast time response.

The X-ray detectors chosen for the experiment are large area avalanche photodi-

odes from RMD, model S1315 [86], biased to approximately 1600 V (figure 4.7). For

8.2 keV X-rays emitted by muonic helium atoms, they present about 20% energy

resolution (FWHM), and show no performance degradation under 5 T magnetic

fields [87]. The X-ray detection system for the µHe experiment is composed by 2

arrays of 10 APDs, placed face-to-face in the top and bottom sides of the gas target,

8 mm from the muon beam axis (see figure 4.8). The detection efficiency is about

50% for 8 keV X-rays. The signal output amplitude is approximately 2 mV with
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25 ns rise time. Each APD has a pre-amplifier attached, a low noise charge sensitive

pre-amplifier designed by ETH and responsible for the first amplification stage, with

approximately 500 mV amplitude signals. The two APD arrays and the pre-amplifiers

are cooled down to −30◦C using a circulation alcohol system. This low temperature

allows for low dark current, thus improving the detector’s performance.

Figure 4.7: One array of APD detectors from RMD, model S1315, used as X-rays

detectors, and the respective pre-amplifiers.

The pre-amplifier signal goes to the post-amplifier, a linear amplifier with a gain

of 4, placed relatively near the detector but outside the vacuum chamber, to provide

an amplitude signal of few Volts in order to be driven safely to the data acquisition

system.

An important issue to take into account in the experiment is the detection of

electrons (with MeV energies) resulting from the muon decay. These charged particles

are detected by 2 pairs of 2 plastic scintillator plates each (Eleft and Eright) which

have an X-shaped structure around the target system. Two scintillators from the

same side, left or right, are connected to the same light guide which drives the signal
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to one PMT. But electrons can also be detected by APDs, originating signals with

high amplitudes, when compared with 8 keV X-rays. The electron detection by plastic

scintillators or APDs in coincidence with X-ray detection in an APD will be useful

to reduce the background of the experiment.

The Maximum Integrated Data Acquisition System (MIDAS) is a data acquisition

system developed at PSI and Triumf Laboratory [88], used in the muonic helium Lamb

shift experiment for data collection and recording, for data flow control, for hardware

drivers and for event-by-event analysis. When electrons from S1 and S2 stacks, in

TOF coincidence are detected (confirming a muon detection), a trigger signal for the

laser and the DAQ systems is set, opening an Event Gate (EVG) of 20µs. The laser

will deliver pulses inside the optical cavity in order to induce the 2S − 2P transition

and the DAQ system is ready and is waiting for electron and X-ray signals in order

to be processed in NIM and VME modules for posterior saving in the hard disc

driver at the backend computer. If one 8.2 keV X-ray is detected in one APD (and

consequently amplified in the pre-amplifier and the post-amplifier) during the EVG,

Figure 4.8: Schematic showing the X-ray and electron detectors inside the target

in a sectional view. (Left) The electron detectors are 2 pairs of 2 plastic scintillator

plates (Eleft and Eright) (red) with an X-shaped structure around the target system.

Scintillators from the same side (left or right) are read by the same PMT. M1 and

M2 are the mirrors from the cavity (yellow). (Right) The muon beam enter in the

target system and on the top and below there are two arrays of APDs, each with 10

detectors labelled from 0 to 9 (in the muon beam direction). Adapted from [85].
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the signal will be split in two paths at this stage. One drives the signal to a clock-

amplifier, which adds a time stamp and direct it to a Waveform Digitizer (WFD)

where the data is stored. It is a 12 bit CAEN [89] module, with 3752 bins and a

length of 15µs (4 ns per bin). The other path is in charge of deciding whether the

pulse stored in the WFD is useful or not. The signal goes to a shaping amplifier where

all the accurate time information is lost in order to shape the noisy signal for further

threshold discrimination in the slow discriminator, settling the minimal detectable

energy. The next stage is a TDC, responsible for recording the discriminator outputs

and for deciding which WFD should be read out and saved. This module integrates

all the APDs signals since all detectors are here connected. In the meantime a gate of

5µs is opened before the EVG if a click in one of the 20 APDs is detected, indicating

a possible successful X-ray signal that happened before the EVG. It is one way to

avoid losing important data. In parallel, and after the X-ray detection, the 2 PMTs

or even an APD are available for electron detection. The signal is then discriminated

and hereafter recorded by a TDC. At the end of the 25µs a signal to stop the DAQ

system is set, the End of Event Gate (EEVG), stopping the WFDs and the Time to

Digital Converters (TDCs). The DAQ system is again prepared for processing more

data.
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Chapter 5

Reach-Through Avalanche

Photodiodes for 8 keV X-ray

Detection

Reach-through avalanche photodiode are silicon APDs with thicker depletion region

than regular APDs, which makes them more efficient for detection of higher-energy

X-rays [23, 24]. The main disadvantage remains in the manufacturing technique of

large area prototypes, which is not reliable yet. Companies such as Hamamatsu

Photonics and Perkin Elmer Optoelectronics are producing RT-APDs, although with

small detection areas [80, 90].

The main objective of this work is to investigate the performance of RT-APDs from

Hamamatsu with different active areas, 3×5 mm2 and 5×5 mm2, for low-energy X-ray

detection in view of their use in the muonic helium Lamb shift experiment [19], where

8 keV X-rays need to be detected with good efficiency. In the previous experiment, for

muonic hydrogen [7, 9], large area avalanche photodiodes from RMD [86] were used

to detect 2 keV X-rays. The main characteristics of RMD APDs for 2 keV X-rays

are: detection efficiency above 90%, energy resolution of about 15%, compactness,

fast time response, large active areas of 13.5×13.5 mm2 and insensitivity to magnetic
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fields up to 5 T [7, 9, 53]. However, for 8 keV X-rays, they have an efficiency of

only 40%, without considering the effect of the X-ray incident angle, motivating the

investigation of RT-APDs as alternative.

The performance characteristics of two RT-APD prototypes have been investi-

gated. Gain, minimum detectable energy and energy resolution were determined as

a function of bias voltage and temperature. The gain non-linearity between X-rays

and visible light has been evaluated.

Since the energy resolution is a critical parameter in the muonic helium Lamb

shift experiment, the different contributions were evaluated in view of a better

understanding of its behaviour, the gain non-uniformity was estimated and the excess

noise factor was determined.

The energy resolution is in general defined by the FWHM of the peak obtained

in the amplitude spectrum. Several contributions are responsible for the peak

broadening in silicon APDs:

• statistical fluctuations associated with the number of electron-hole pairs

produced in the silicon and related to the avalanche process;

• gain non-uniformity due to impurities and crystal imperfections;

• noise, generated by the detector dark current and by the preamplifier electronics.

The energy resolution of a measured peak (∆E) can be mathematically represented

as the quadratic addition of the three contributions:

(∆E)2 = (∆Es)
2 + (∆Eu)

2 + (∆En)2, (5.1)

where ∆Es corresponds to the statistical fluctuations, ∆Eu the fluctuations associated

to the gain non-uniformity and ∆En the noise fluctuations [53, 58].

The intrinsic energy resolution, which is given by all contributions except the noise,

is essentially defined by the fluctuations associated to the production of electron-hole

pairs and to the electron multiplication process. The spatial non-uniformity may also
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contribute to the intrinsic energy resolution, particularly in X-ray detection, due to

the point-like absorption of the X-ray, while in light detection the primary electron-

hole pairs are spread over the APD volume if the whole area is illuminated, averaging

local gain variations [49, 51, 52]. Non-uniform silicon resistivity leads to electric

field variations, and consequently to gain fluctuations. Therefore the contributions

to take into account in the intrinsic energy resolution are different in light and X-

ray detection. Another relevant aspect to take into account is the Fano factor, f ,

which describes the relative variance in the process of electron-hole pair production

for energy loss in matter. This parameter is well known in the area of radiation

detectors, being in silicon about 0.12 [58]. Monte Carlo simulation has shown that

this parameter is almost constant with temperature presenting small fluctuations

around 0.117 [91].

5.1 Experimental Setup

Figure 5.1 shows a picture of the two RT-APDs from Hamamatsu, model S10936-

0374, used in these studies. They present a depletion region of 130µm. One is

rectangular with 3 × 5 mm2 active area and the other one is square with 5 × 5 mm2

active area. The RT-APDs were muonted on a titanium piece for efficient cooling

and connected to RAL-108A low noise charge sensitive preamplifiers [55]. A typical

signal at the RAL preamplifier output has about 200 ns rise-time, more than 100µs

fall-time and amplitudes of about 100-200 mV. According to the datasheets provided

by the manufacturer, the relevant parameters of each RT-APD are listed in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Operational parameters of the RT-APDs from Hamamatsu at 25◦C.

APD size Active area (mm2) Breakdown voltage (V) Gain (V=200 V )

5×5 25 623 39

3×5 15 510 57
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Figure 5.1: RT-APDs from Hamamatsu Photonics with active areas of 3 × 5 mm2

and 5× 5 mm2. The APDs are muonted on Ti pieces for efficient cooling.

The RT-APDs, together with the respective pre-amplifiers, were placed inside

a vacuum chamber for temperature control. Cooling of the system was provided

by an alcohol system connected to the pre-amplifier assembly. Temperature

stabilization within ±0.1◦C was obtained. The pre-amplifier was connected to an

Ortec Spectroscopy Research Amplifier [92] with integration and differentiation time

constants of 0.5µs followed by a multi-channel analyser (AmpTek Pocket MCA

8000A) [93]. A positive high voltage power supply was used to polarize the APDs.

A Light Emitting Diode (LED) was operated in pulse mode with peak emission at

600 nm and was supplied by a ”LED pulser” giving pulses of 100− 500 ns width and

up to -10 V amplitude. The LED was coupled to a light guide to transport the light

pulses towards the detector surface. A 65Zn radioactive source emitting 8.0 keV Kα

and 8.9 keV Kβ X-rays was placed at about 1 cm distance from the detector surface,

together with the light guide. No collimator was used, the full active area of the

detectors was irradiated by the two radiation sources.
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5.2 Gain Measurements

It is well known that the gain of the APD depends on the applied voltage as well

as on temperature. Another relevant aspect in the response of the APD is the gain

non-linearity between X-rays and visible light due to space charge effects in X-ray

detection, leading to local gain variations [48, 49, 51, 52, 72]. The gain curves

provided by the manufacturer at room temperature (25◦C) were used as a reference

for our measurements. The normalization was made for a bias voltage of 200 V, which

corresponds to a gain of 39 for the 5×5 prototype and 57 for the 3×5 prototype

(Table 5.1).

5.2.1 Gain Determination

The gain was measured at 0◦C for both RT-APDs as a function of bias voltage,

using LED pulses, as shown in figure 5.2. The unitary gain was not determined

in our measurements, as no signals could be detected at low voltages for both X-

rays or light pulses. The absolute gain was obtained by normalizing the light pulse

amplitude to the manufacturer gain (Table 5.1). A correction factor was introduced

by comparing the relative amplitudes obtained in each RT-APD at 25◦C and 0◦C.

As shown in figure 5.2, for lower bias voltages the gain drops abruptly. This effect is

probably due to the recombination of the primary electrons under very low electric

fields, leading to partial charge collection. The gain is higher for the 3×5 prototype

at higher voltages, while it is about the same for both RT-APDs at lower voltages.

5.2.2 Gain Non-Linearity

Gain non-linearity takes place at higher gains due to high signal current densities

produced by X-rays. The gain obtained for X-rays is lower than for visible light,

and the difference increases with bias voltage. The non-linearity owes essentially

to space charge effects with a consequent reduction of the local electric field, as
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Figure 5.2: Gain obtained for both 3×5 and 5×5 mm2 APD prototypes as a function

of bias voltage at 0◦C, for visible light pulses.

well as local heating, due to the point-like nature of the X-ray interaction. To

evaluate the gain non-linearity, the ratio between pulse amplitudes for 8 keV X-

rays and visible light pulses from the LED, simultaneously illuminating the RT-APD

active area, was determined. Figure 5.3 presents the gain obtained for X-rays and

visible light as a function of bias voltage at 25 ◦C, for the 5 × 5 mm2 RT-APD. The

two series of data points were normalized to the manufacturer gain values at 200 V

(Table 5.1). Figure 5.3 also displays the dark current measured during measurements.

As expected, the light gain is higher than the X-ray gain, increasing significantly

for voltages above 400 V. Similarly, the dark current increases with increasing bias

voltage, limiting the energy resolution obtained at higher bias voltages, as it will be

shown later.

In figure 5.4, the ratio between the gains obtained for 8 keV X-rays and visible light

pulses is depicted as a function of the reverse bias voltage for different temperatures.

As shown, the variation (gain non-linearity) is not very large for lower voltages, but
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Figure 5.3: X-ray and visible light gains as a function of bias voltage for the 5 ×

5 mm2 RT-APD prototype at 25◦C. The APD dark current is also plotted.

increases significantly for voltages above 300 V. The gain non-linearity increases with

decreasing temperature, as observed. At 350 V, the gain non-linearity obtained for

-20 ◦C, 0 ◦C and 20 ◦C is about 25%, 18% and 10%, respectively.

Figure 5.5 shows the gain non-linearity (same data as figure 5.4) as a function

of the RT-APD gain (for light), for different temperatures. As shown, the gain non-

linearity increases slightly with decreasing temperature. For a gain of 200, the gain

non-linearity is about 30%, 37% and 42% for 20 ◦C, 0 ◦C and -20 ◦C, respectively. For

gains of about 300, the non-linearity is as large as about 50%, for temperatures of

-20 ◦C and 0 ◦C. This behaviour is expected since, for the same voltage, the density

of charge carriers is larger for lower temperatures as a result of higher gain, so

the space charge effect is stronger. Although the behaviour agrees with the results

reported in [94]. The values obtained are significantly larger than the ones observed

in other types of APDs. For instance, for a gain of 200 and for 5.9 keV X-rays, gain

non-linearities between 7% and 10% were measured with LAAPDs from Advanced
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Figure 5.4: Gain non-linearity between X-rays and visible light pulses for the 5 ×

5 mm2 RT-APD as a function of bias voltage for different temperatures.

Photonics Inc. [53]. For 5.4 keV X-rays and for a gain of 400, a 10% deviation was

obtained for LAAPDs from RMD [52]. However, as stated in [47], the non-linearity

obtained for larger active areas are smaller when compared to prototypes with smaller

areas.

5.2.3 Temperature Dependence

Gain measurements were performed at different temperatures for both X-rays and

visible light pulses. Normalization to the gain provided by the manufacturer at

200 V and 25◦C was made. Figure 5.6 shows that the behaviour observed at

room temperature is also reproduced at lower temperatures, for X-rays. The gain

increases with increasing voltage for both RT-APDs, and decreases with increasing

temperatures. For the 5× 5 mm2 RT-APD at 350 V, the gain obtained at −20◦C is

about twice the gain obtained at 20◦C.
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Figure 5.5: Gain non-linearity between X-rays and visible light pulses for the 5 ×

5 mm2 RT-APD as a function of the APD gain (obtained for light pulses) for different

temperatures.

In figure 5.7, the X-ray gain is plotted as a function of temperature for different

bias voltages for the 5× 5 mm2 RT-APD. For a given bias voltage, the gain increases

with decreasing temperature, as expected. The relative gain change with temperature

is practically constant for each voltage, as shown by the exponential fits in figure 5.7.

The gain relative variation increases with bias voltage, being −1.0% per ◦C at 200 V

and −1.7% per ◦C at 400 V. Comparable results were obtained for the 3 × 5 mm2

prototype. Nonetheless, the variation is smaller than the one reported for other types

of APDs [51, 52], where relative variations of -4.5% per ◦C were measured for the

higher voltages applied. Even for the same type of RT-APD, this result is smaller

than the one reported in [23], where a variation of -2.2% per ◦C was found at 200 V.
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Figure 5.6: X-ray gain as a function of bias voltage for different temperatures

obtained with the 5× 5 mm2 RT-APD.

5.3 Response in X-Ray Detection

The response of the RT-APDs was evaluated in view of their implementation as

X-ray detectors in the muonic helium Lamb shift experiment. The performance

characteristics in the detection of 8 keV X-rays were investigated at different

temperatures, in particular the energy resolution and minimum detectable energy.

Figure 5.8 shows a typical pulse-height distribution for 8 keV X-rays interacting in

the two RT-APDs investigated. The distributions are normalized to the same number

of events in the X-ray peak region and were obtained at 0◦C for V = 300 V. The X-ray

distribution of the 5 × 5 mm2 prototype presents a well-defined Gaussian, while the

3 × 5 mm2 prototype shows larger asymmetry to the left, compromising the energy

resolution obtained. Nonetheless, since only one prototype of each size was tested,

solid conclusions cannot be driven by the trend shown.
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Figure 5.7: X-ray gain as a function of temperature for the 5 × 5 mm2 RT-APD

prototype at different bias voltages. Exponential fits to the data points are shown.

As seen in figure 5.8, there is no significant tail towards the low-energy region, for

both RT-APDs, unlike what was reported in [53] and [52]. This reveals that almost

all the 8 keV X-rays are fully amplified. The electronic noise tail observed in the

energy distributions determines the minimum detectable X-ray energy.

5.3.1 Energy Resolution

The energy resolution for 8 keV X-rays obtained at 20◦C in both RT-APDs is depicted

in figure 5.9 as a function of the gain. The best energy resolution achieved is 11%

(FWHM) for the 5 × 5 mm2 prototype, obtained at a gain of 55. For the 3 × 5 mm2

prototype, the minimum value is 12.1% at a gain of 60. It is observed that the energy

resolution degrades for higher gains. This is due to the increase of the dark current

with voltage and gain (see figure 5.3).

The temperature dependence of the energy resolution is shown in figure 5.10.

As expected, and similar to APDs from references [51, 52], the energy resolution
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Figure 5.8: Typical energy distributions for 8 keV X-rays, obtained with two

RT-APDs prototypes at 0◦C for a bias voltage of 300 V.

improves for lower temperatures and degrades for higher gains. This behaviour is in

accordance with the variation of the dark current with temperature and gain. There

is no significant improvement in the energy resolution below 0◦C. The best energy

resolution achieved was 9.5% at 0◦C for a gain of 55.

5.3.2 Minimum Detectable Energy

The minimum detectable energy (MDE) is defined as the channel in the amplitude

spectrum where the number of counts in the noise distribution reaches 10% of the

counts at the height of the X-ray distribution (centroid channel), the MDE being

the corresponding energy normalized to the centroid of the 8 keV X-ray peak. This

definition is suitable for our typical X-ray source intensities which correspond to a rate

of detected events of order 8000/s. The MDE is presented in figure 5.11 as a function

of gain for both RT-APDs at 0 ◦C. The minimum detectable energy decreases with

gain and is lower for the smaller prototype, although the difference is not significant.
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Figure 5.9: Energy resolution for 8 keV X-rays as a function of gain, obtained at

20◦C for both 5× 5 mm2 and 3× 5 mm2 prototypes.

The best MDE value obtained is about 0.25 keV for the higher gains. However, it

is 0.9 keV in the gain region corresponding to the best energy resolution. The MDE

was determined for different temperatures, as seen in figure 5.12 for the 5 × 5 mm2

RT-APD. The trend is similar for each temperature, the MDE has a fast initial

decrease with gain and tends to stabilize for high gains. It improves with decreasing

temperature. Still, this behaviour is not as significant as for other types of APD [53].

5.4 Contributions to the Energy Resolution

By simultaneous measurements of X-rays and visible light pulses detected in the

APD, as well as test pulses from a reference pulser injected in the preamplifier, the

contributions to the energy resolution, expressed in equation (5.1), can be determined

from the width of each peak in the pulse-height distribution. Figure 5.13 shows

a typical pulse-height distribution obtained in the RT-APD for the three different
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Figure 5.10: Energy resolution for 8 keV X-rays as a function of gain, obtained in

the 5× 5 mm2 prototype, at different temperatures.

signals: 8 keV X-rays, visible light pulses, and test pulses from a pulse generator. The

centroid of the X-ray peak defines the energy calibration for the visible light peak [95].

The electronic noise contribution to the energy resolution is determined by the pulser

peak broadening in the pulse-height distribution (FWHM in units of energy). The

position of the pulser peak does not depend on the detector’s gain [49, 52]. The

noise contribution can be quadratically subtracted from the total energy resolution

to extract the intrinsic energy resolution of the detector and also to determine the

excess noise factor.

The signal variance associated to the statistical contribution in equation (5.1) is

given by:

σ2
s = σ2

N +N(F − 1), (5.2)
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Figure 5.11: Minimum detectable energy as a function of gain for both 5× 5 mm2

and 3× 5 mm2 RT-APDs at 0◦C.

where N is the number of primary electrons, σN its variance and F the excess noise

factor. F is related to the variance of the gain during one avalanche, σ2
A, for a specific

gain G. It is defined by:

F = 1 +
σ2
A

G2
. (5.3)

In light detection, if the whole active area of the APD is irradiated, the

contribution associated to the gain non-uniformity in equation (5.1) is negligible,

since the final pulse results from the average response to the full amuont of photons

interacting in the absorption region of the APD. The intrinsic energy resolution for

light detection, considering the variance of the number of primary electrons described

by Poisson statistics (σ2
N = N), is given by:

RL
int = 2.355

σs
N

= 2.355

√
F

N
, (5.4)
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Figure 5.12: Minimum detectable energy as a function of gain for the 5 × 5 mm2

prototype at different temperatures.

where σ2
s = NF was used, following equation 5.2.

In X-ray detection, one needs to take into account the non-uniformity contribution

and the Fano factor, f . Therefore, the variance in the number of primary electrons

is σ2
N = Nf and the statistical contribution takes the form:

σ2
s = N(F + f − 1). (5.5)

The intrinsic energy resolution in X-ray radiation will be:

RX
int = 2.355

√
F + f − 1

N
+
(σU
G

)2
, (5.6)

where σU/G is the relative standard deviation associated to gain non-uniformities.

If the number of primary electrons produced in silicon by both X-rays and light

pulses is the same, from equations (5.4) and (5.6), the intrinsic energy resolution for

X-rays and light are related by:
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Figure 5.13: Typical pulse-height distribution obtained in the RT-APD from 8 keV

X-rays emitted by a 65Zn source, visible light pulses from a LED and pulses from a

reference pulser directly injected in the preamplifier test input.

(
RX
int

)2 − (RL
int

)2
= (2.355)2

[(
f − 1

N

)
+
(σu
G

)2 ]
. (5.7)

5.4.1 Energy Resolution for X-rays and Light

Figure 5.14 shows the energy resolution obtained for 8 keV X-rays and visible light

pulses with the same energy deposited, as a function of gain for different temperatures

(20◦C, 0◦C and -20◦C). As seen, the energy resolution improves with decreasing

temperature for both X-rays and visible light, but the improvement is not significant

from 0◦C to -20◦C. The optimum gain, providing the best energy resolution achieved,

is in the region 50-100. Energy resolution values between 7% and 9% were obtained for

visible light and for X-rays between 10% and 12.5%. As shown, the energy resolution

is better for lower gains and degrades for higher gains. For both X-rays and visible

light the energy resolution starts to increase slowly above a gain of 100. This is related
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to the increasing dark current at higher temperatures and, in any case, to the excess

noise factor, as explained ahead.
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Figure 5.14: Energy resolution for 8 keV X-rays (closed symbols) and visible light

pulses (open symbols) at different temperatures (20◦C, 0◦C and −20◦C).

5.4.2 Electronic Noise

Figure 5.15 shows the electronic noise contribution (FWHM), in units of energy and

in % to the energy resolution as a function of gain for different temperatures (0◦C,

−20◦C and 20◦C). To express the noise contribution in units of energy, the position

of the 8 keV X-ray peak was taken for normalization. As seen, the electronic noise

is strongly dependent on temperature, increasing for higher temperatures, and its

variation with gain shows a minimum value which is 0.58 keV(7%), 0.26 keV(3.24%)

and 0.13 keV (1.5%) for 20◦C, 0◦C and −20◦C, respectively. For higher gains, the

electronic noise increase is more pronounced for higher temperatures, as a result of

the larger dark current. The behaviour of the noise contribution with gain and with

temperature is coherent with the results reported in [49, 52].
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Figure 5.15: Electronic noise contribution (FWHM) to the RT-APD energy

resolution as a function of gain, for different temperatures, normalized to 8 keV.

The dark current is another parameter that needs to be characterized due to

its important contribution to the electronic noise and consequently to the energy

resolution, compromising the detector’s overall performance. As explained in

chapter 3, the dark current (ID) has two components, the superficial (IDS) and

the volumetric currents (IDV ), which sum up according to ID = IDS + IDVG.

The total dark current was registered for each bias voltage applied and for each

temperature. The high voltage power supply has a precision of 1 nA for the dark

current. Figure 5.16 shows the dark current behaviour with gain for each temperature

for the 5 × 5 mm2 RT-APD. The respective components were obtained through a

linear fitting to the dark current versus gain. As expected, the dark current has a

strong dependence with temperature and gain. For each temperature the dark current

increases with increasing gain, being more significant for gains higher than 200. For

the lowest temperature tested (−20◦C) the volumetric current is negligible. The dark
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current dependence with temperature is very strong, affecting the overall detector’s

performance, which is much worse at higher temperatures.
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Figure 5.16: The dark current as a function of gain for the 5× 5 mm2 RT-APD at

different temperatures. The linear fitting of dark current values as a function of gain,

for each temperature, gives the superficial and volumetric components.

Figure 5.17 shows the behaviour of the two dark current components as a

function of temperature. The exponential dependence of the volumetric current with

increasing temperature is noticeable, as reported in [43]. The superficial current shows

some fluctuations but it tends to decrease with increasing temperature. Therefore,

the dependence of the dark current on temperature is mainly associated with the

volumetric component.

5.4.3 Intrinsic Resolution and Gain Non-Uniformity

The intrinsic energy resolution is a characteristic inherent to the APD. It is originated

from statistical fluctuations associated to the number of electron-hole pairs produced
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Figure 5.17: Dark current components, superficial and volumetric, as a function of

temperature for the 5× 5 mm2 RT-APD.

in the silicon volume and to the avalanche process. In X-ray detection, the gain non-

uniformity in the avalanche region is also a major contribution to the intrinsic energy

resolution.

Figure 5.18 shows the intrinsic energy resolution for 8 keV X-rays and visible light

pulses with the same energy deposited as a function of gain obtained at 20◦C, 0◦C and

−20◦C, as well as the quadratic difference between the two curves. The contribution

of the electronic noise was quadratically subtracted from the total energy resolution

(fig. 5.14) to obtain the intrinsic energy resolution. As expected, the intrinsic energy

resolution is larger for X-rays, as a result of the gain non-uniformity contribution. The

quadratic difference between the energy resolution curves for 8 keV X-rays and visible

light pulses, also shown in figure 5.18, is important to deduce the gain non-uniformity

from equation (5.7).

The gain non-uniformity can significantly degrade the energy resolution for X-

rays. This contribution was obtained as a function of gain, for temperatures of 20◦C,
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0◦C and −20◦C, using equation (5.7) and the intrinsic energy resolution values of

figure 5.18. The result is presented in figure 5.19, showing an average non-uniformity

of (σU/G) = 2.5% ± 0.4%, in good agreement with the results reported in [49, 53].

Nonetheless it is higher than the one reported in [23], of about 1.4%. The method

used here is different from the one used in [43]. Our value is obtained indirectly from

the energy resolution, with the whole detector area irradiated, the reason why it is

an average value. It does not reflect the point-to-point variation of the gain, which

may vary significantly across the detector area. The data points for higher gains

at 20◦C, shown in figure 5.19, deviate by more than their statistical uncertainties

from the average value. The origin of these deviations is not known, although since

the gain non-uniformity variation between different zones inside the Si wafer is a well

understood process, this could be one possible explanation for the deviations obtained

using this approach, but it is also not of relevance for the present investigations.

For X-rays, the additional contribution of the non-uniformity causes deterioration

of the energy resolution, more pronounced for higher gains, discussed below. In

light detection, there is also energy resolution degradation with increasing gain.

Nevertheless, for RT-APDs, this increase is more noticeable than the one reported

in [51].
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Figure 5.18: Intrinsic energy resolution for 8 keV X-rays and visible light pulses of

the same energy as a function of gain obtained at (a) 20◦C, (b) 0◦C and (c) −20◦C.

The quadratic difference between the two curves is also shown.
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Figure 5.19: Gain non-uniformity (σU/G) obtained for three different temperatures,

20◦C, 0◦C and −20◦C. The straight line shows the average of all points.

5.5 Excess Noise Factor

The excess noise factor (ENF) is an intrinsic characteristic of the APD [49, 51–53]

and can be determined according to the equation:

∆E2 = (∆En)2 + (2.355)2FEε, (5.8)

where ∆E is the energy broadening of the visible light peak (FWHM, in units of

energy), ∆En is the corresponding noise contribution (FWHM, in units of energy),

ε = 3.62 eV is the mean energy to produce an electron-hole pair in silicon and E

is the energy deposited in the silicon by a calibration radioactive source giving the

same pulse height as visible light. Equation (5.8) results from equation (5.4) since

N = E/ε.
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ENF was determined using equation (5.8) as a function of the APD gain for

different temperatures (−20◦C, 0◦C and 20◦C), as shown in figure 5.20. As expected,

ENF does not depend on temperature and increases with gain [49, 51, 52]. It is about

2 for gains below 80 and about 3.2 for a gain of 200. A linear fit to all measurements

was made for gains above 50. The linear dependence between F and gain (G) is

expressed by:

F = 0.009G+ 1.42. (5.9)

Comparing these results with those from the LAAPDs from RMD [53], for the

same gain, F is almost twice as high for the RT-APD. For the same RT-APD

structure, as reported in [23], for a gain of 60 at −20◦C, they obtained about 2.5, a

value slightly higher than ours.
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Figure 5.20: Excess noise factor (F) as a function of the APD gain (G), for different

temperatures for the 5 × 5 mm2 prototype. The straight line represents a fit to all

measurements for gains above 50.
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5.6 Discussion

To summarize, two RT-APD prototypes from Hamamatsu, with 5 × 5 mm2 and

3 × 5 mm2 active areas, were investigated as low-energy X-ray detectors in order

to evaluate their suitability for the muonic helium Lamb shift experiment. The best

energy resolution achieved at room temperature was 11% for the larger prototype for

a gain of 55. The energy resolution improves with decreasing temperature, reaching

9.5% at 0◦C. The minimum detectable energy (MDE) improves with decreasing

temperature and with increasing gain. The best value obtained is 0.25 keV; however,

MDE is 0.9 keV in the gain region corresponding to the best energy resolution. The

results obtained are similar to those reported in [23] for a round shape RT-APD

with 3mm diameter from Hamamatsu. Nevertheless, the behaviour is not exactly

the same. The gain change with temperature increases with the applied bias voltage,

varying between -1.0 % per ◦C and -1.7 % per ◦C when the bias voltage increases from

200 to 400 V. The gain non-linearity between X-rays and visible light pulses was also

investigated, showing an increase with decreasing temperatures. In fact, for a gain of

200 V at −20◦C, a gain non-linearity of 42% is obtained, whereas at 20◦C it is only

30%. The excess noise factor was determined. The results obtained for the RT-APD

with square area (5×5 mm2) are in good agreement with those obtained and reported

in [23]. Nonetheless, when comparing the ENF results with those from the LAAPDs

from RMD [53], for the same gain, ENF is almost twice as high for the RT-APD. The

non-uniformity was assessed. The result obtained is estimated in 2.5% in average,

with a contribution to the energy resolution similar to the other ones reported in [53].

However, as the non-uniformity is highly dependent on the manufacturing process,

differences between prototypes of the same series may be significant.

As a general conclusion, the RT-APD prototypes investigated have shown worse

performance than the planar LAAPDs used before which have larger areas in order

to maximize the solid angle inside the target. As a result, APDs from RMD were

selected for the muonic helium Lamb shift experiment.
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Chapter 6

The X-ray Detection System for

the µHe Experiment

After the unfavourable results for RT-APDs from Hamamatsu Photonics, a detailed

study of APDs from RMD for 8 keV X-ray detection was performed. This chapter

is divided in two parts: one concerning the APD detectors themselves, and another

concerning the new pre-amplifiers implemented in the experiment. Regarding the

APDs from RMD, it is known that their efficiency for 8.2 keV X-rays is reduced

to about 40 %, in comparison with about 90 % for 1.9 keV X-rays from muonic

hydrogen [52]. A detailed characterization of all detectors, including detection

efficiency, risetime, pulse shape, energy resolution and dependence on temperature,

was carried out for 8 keV X-rays. Since the LAAPDs from RMD had already

been investigated under intense magnetic fields and did not show any performance

degradation [52, 53, 87], no further studies regarding the magnetic field were

performed. Regarding the new pre-amplifiers, specifically designed and manufactured

for our experiment by electronic technicians from the Swiss Federal Institute of

Technology Zurich (ETH), a detailed study of several prototypes was performed and

will be presented here. Two prototypes were tested, one with a single pre-amplifier

and another one with an array of 5 pre-amplifiers. Optimal parameters were adjusted.
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The signal shape, rise time, noise behaviour, pre-amplifier bias voltage and signal-to-

noise ratio were determined and compared with the previous pre-amplifiers in view

of their use in the new experiment.

6.1 Avalanche Photodiode for X-ray Detection

APDs from RMD were already used in the µH Lamb shift experiment [7, 9]. They

presented, for temperatures below 0◦C and for 2.3 keV X-rays, an average energy

resolution below 25% [54]. For 8.2 keV X-rays, the detection efficiency drops by a

factor of 2 due to the thin depletion region. Nevertheless this limitation is tolerable

for the µHe experiment, since the lifetime and population of the 2S-state [22] are

higher when compared to that of muonic hydrogen. The expected rate of 8 keV X-

rays in resonance with the laser wavelength for µ4He+is 48 signal events per hour

when compared to 6 signal events per hour maximum for µH [22].

6.1.1 Experimental Setup for APD Tests

The radioactive source used to investigate the response of RMD APDs was 65Zn [96, 97],

emitting X-rays of energies Kα = 8.0 keV and Kβ = 8.9 keV . Table 6.1 shows

the main decay products of the source, mainly by electron capture accompanied by

the emission of X-rays of 8 keVand 8.9 keV, and gamma-ray photons of 1115 keV.

Assuming Kα1 and Kα2 as one energy peak, since they are very close to each other,

the relative K-line intensities are given by Iβ = 0.14 Iα [96].

The experimental setup used for APD tests is schematically shown in 6.1 and is

composed by:

• 65Zn source;

• two series of 10 LAAPDs each from RMD;

• 20 RAL 108 A low-noise charge-sensitive pre-amplifiers [55];
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Table 6.1: The main types of radiation emitted during the 65Zn decay [96].

Contributions Energy (keV) Intensity per decay(%)

K X-photons
Kα2 8.03 11.76(13)
Kα1 8.05 22.91(23)
Kβ 8.91 4.82(7)

Auger electrons
K-Auger 6.76-8.9 47.5(4)
L-Auger 0.7-1.0 126.7(6)

γ-Photons
γ1 1115.56(4) 50.60(22)
γ2 511 2.84(4)

Conversion electrons 1106 0.0084

• one ORTEC spectroscopy amplifier [92];

• one multi channel analyser (Pocket-MCA 8000A) [93].

Photodiodes are very sensitive to light, including environment light, which

increases the background, overlapping with the X-ray detector signal. To prevent this

and for cooling purposes, the source, the detectors and the pre-amplifiers were placed

inside a vacuum chamber. To move the source from one detector to another, a vacuum

feedthrough was attached to it. The two arrays of large area avalanche photodiodes

were designated as array A and array B, respectively. Each array is composed by 10

detectors and 10 pre-amplifier channels, with the respective number (starting from

#0 to #9, depending on their location in the array, as seen in figure 6.2). The signal

was then carried to a linear amplifier with shaping time constants (integration and

differentiation) of 0.5µs and a fixed gain of 200. At the end of the amplifier there

are two outputs, one for energy studies connected to a multi-channel analyser with

acquisition time of 1800 seconds (figigure 6.1), and another for rise time and signal

shape analysis directly connected to the oscilloscope.
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Figure 6.1: Schematic diagram showing the experimental setup used during

measurements. The detectors and pre-amplifiers are inside a vacuum chamber and

the other electronic devices are outside.

Figure 6.2: Array of 10 LAAPDs to be tested inside the vacuum chamber.

For these studies, two different holders for the 65Zn source were used, one with

a hole collimator of 1 mm diameter for detection efficiency studies (explained later),

and another with no collimation for the remaining studies, as seen in figures 6.3 and

6.4.

The source activity at the time of the measurements was 2.3× 105 cts/s. The

respective solid angle considering the distance between the source and the top of the

collimator of 23 mm is (see figure 6.3):

Ω

4π
= 0.5× (1− cos(arctan

5

23
)) = 1.142× 10−2sr (6.1)
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Figure 6.3: Holder for the 65Zn source with a collimator of 10 mm diameter to

determine the detection efficiency for all detectors. All the dimensions are given in

mm.

Figure 6.4: Holder for the 65Zn source with no collimation for energy resolution

measurements. All the dimensions are given in mm.

6.1.2 Preliminary Tests

A selection of 20 APDs used in the muonic hydrogen Lamb shift experiment was made

for a preliminary test as 8 keV X-ray detectors. The voltages applied to the APDs
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were slightly lower than those used during the run in 2009, 20 V less in each detector,

in order to prevent irrecoverable damages. Consequently, they were not operated

in the best gain region. Operational parameters, such as high voltage, dark current

and rise time were measured and are listed in table 6.2. The energy resolution was

determined for each LAAPD and is also listed in table 6.2. The pulse rise time after

the pre-amplifier was found to be 100 − 200 ns, similarly to the values obtained in

the 2009 run for 1.9 keV X-rays. The definition adopted for the rise time is the time

interval between 10% and 90% of the signal amplitude. The dark current values are

consistent with the ones measured in the 2009 run.

In figure 6.5, the energy spectra from the 20 LAAPDs tested are plotted for

the bias voltages reported in table 6.2. During the data acquisition A0 presented

fluctuations in the dark current from 5 nA up to 200 nA. Some discharges were also

observed, compromising the detector’s overall performance. Detector A4 showed a

strange rise time behaviour composed by two different stages. Up to 60 % of the signal

amplitude, the rise time measured was 100 ns, increasing to about 2µs (round-shape).

A8 presented a larger asymmetry on the left part of the 8 keV X-ray peak which is

not quite well visible in the plot.

Concerning array B, during the data acquisition phase, a larger noise level was

observed at the pre-amplifier’s output. The noise and pick up were attenuated when

the pre-amplifier was connected to the amplifier. It was perhaps due to ground

connections, since it was a general behaviour for array B. The spectrum from B9 is

the widest and the most asymmetric one. The peak asymmetry in the right part

is clearly the Kβ X-ray line from the 65Zn source (8.9 keV). Regarding the dark

current, as seen in table 6.2, B7 and B9 APDs present the highest values from all 20

APDs. Nonetheless, the dark current values are consistent with the ones measured

during the 2009 run, even for those detectors. The tail observed in the left part of

all spectra may be due to radiation absorption directly in the avalanche region of the

LAAPD, resulting in fast and partially amplified signals, with lower gain and thus

lower amplitude. Some pulses from the tail may have origin in X-rays absorbed in
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Figure 6.5: Energy distributions obtained with 20 APDs tested, from arrays A and

B, for 8 keV X-rays at −30◦C. The bias voltages applied are listed in table 6.2.
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Table 6.2: Operational characteristics for 20 APDs used during the µp experiment

in 2009. The temperature was maintained constant at −30◦C. Rise time and energy

resolution values were obtained for 8 keV X-rays signals.

Position HV(V) DC(nA) Rise Time(ns) En. Res.(%)

A0 1600 5 100 13.0

A1 1660 2 150 11.5

A2 1600 3 200 11.0

A3 1600 2 100 12.3

A4 1600 3 2000 13.6

A5 1600 4 100 11.0

A6 1600 3 150 10.4

A7 1600 3 150 11.8

A8 1600 4 100 11.2

A9 1660 4 150 9.5

B0 1660 2 100 13.1

B1 1660 2 100 11.6

B2 1600 2 100 11.8

B3 1600 3 100 11.8

B4 1600 2 150 11.0

B5 1600 3 150 10.1

B6 1600 3 100 8.9

B7 1660 14 100 11.6

B8 1660 3 100 11.6

B9 1660 22 100 16.2

the drift layer of the APD. As a result, part of the electrons created in the silicon

may recombine before drifting to the multiplication region.
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The energy resolution for 8 keV X-rays was determined. The best value obtained

was 8.9% for B6. The worst values of 13.6%, 13.1% and 16.2% were obtained in

A4, B0 and B9, respectively. The values attained are consistent with those from the

2009 run. After a few months without working, the APDs have shown a remarkably

consistent behaviour, with no relevant ageing effects.

6.1.3 Detection Efficiency

The detection efficiency of a large area avalanche photodiode from RMD is about

40% for 8 keV X-rays. The detection efficiency is the fraction of X-rays incident in

the detector active area which originates a detectable signal. The total detection

efficiency of a LAAPD in the experiment is given by:

εt = Ωεd, (6.2)

where Ω is the solid angle subtended by the detector and the source position, and εd

is the X-ray detection efficiency, which is energy dependent.

Selecting a detector with known efficiency for 8 keV X-rays, for example the Si-PIN

XR-100CR detector from AmpTek [98], in the same experimental conditions as the

LAAPD, both with the same solid angle, the APD efficiency can be determined from

the ratio between the count rates for useful signals detected in the APD and the Si-

PIN detector. The holder used for this purpose, shown in figure 6.6, was made with a

1.1 mm diameter hole because the SI-PIN detector has an active area between 6 mm2

and 25 mm2 (notice that this was not made clear from the available specifications).

The respective solid angle, given the distance between the source and the end of the

collimator, of about 16.2 mm, is:

Ω

4π
= 0.5× (1− cos(arctan

0.55

16.2
)) = 2.879× 10−4sr. (6.3)
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Figure 6.6: Holder used to determine the detection efficiency of an APD from RMD

with 1.1 mm collimator diameter was used. All the dimensions are given in mm.

6.1.3.A Response of the Si-PIN Detector

The Si-PIN detector has approximately a 100% efficiency for 8 keV X-rays, as seen in

figure 6.7. The main specifications of the detector are listed in table 6.3.

Table 6.3: Relevant specifications for Si-PIN detectors from AmpTek [98].

Detector Type Si-PIN
Detector Size From 6 mm2 to 25 mm2

Silicon Thickness 300µm and 500µm
Collimator Multilayer
En. Resolution for 5.9 keV 145 eV to 230 eV (FWHM)

Background Counts < 3× 10−3/s
Detector Be Window Thickness 25µm or 12.5µm
Charge Sensitive pre-amplifier Amptek custom design
Gain Stability <20ppm/◦C (typical)
Case Size 7.6× 4.4× 2.9 cm
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Figure 6.7: The intrinsic full energy detection efficiency for the XR-100CR detector.

The 65Zn source and the holder with the collimator were placed in front of the

Si-PIN detector and aligned with the centre of its active area. The Si-PIN detector

was biased to 200 V. As seen in the energy distribution shown in figure 6.8, there are

no significant tails to the left and to the right of the 8 keV peak, contrasting with the

distributions obtained with the APD (see figure 6.5). This is due to an efficiency of

almost 100 % for 8 keV. For calculation purposes, an efficiency of 98 % for 8 keV was

assumed (see figure 6.7). The small peak just before the 8 keV peak is due to a slow

charge collection time, since there are few charges originated near the back contact

of the undepleted detector [98]. The two peaks from the 65Zn source, Kα and Kβ,

with 8.0 and 8.9 keV energies, respectively, are well distinguished in comparison to

the spectrum obtained with the LAAPDs (figure 6.5).

The count rate obtained for the 8 keV peak was 5.87 cts/s. Taking both peaks

into account (8 and 8.9 keV peaks), the total count rate attained, discarding the

small peak before the 8 keV, was 6.18± 0.02 cts/s.

A scan along the active area of the Si-PIN detector was performed in order to

verify the influence of the source’s position in the detector’s efficiency. A mechanical
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Figure 6.8: Energy spectrum for the Si-PIN detector for X-rays from a 65Zn source

at room temperature and a bias voltage of 200 V. The red line is the Gaussian fit to

the 8 keV peak, the blue line is the fit to the 8.9 keV peak and the green line is the fit

to the total distribution. Bottom figure is normalized to the energy.

table was used for stabilization and precise measurements. However, it was only able

to move along one direction (X axis). As seen in figure 6.9, the efficiency decreases as

the distance to the centre increases. Assuming a circular detector with a sensitive area

of 6 mm2, corresponding to a diameter of 2.8 mm, it is expected that the efficiency

stays at 98 % within ± 0.7mm and then drops down to 0 % within ± 2.1mm. The

data points approximately agree with this expectation, except for the two points at
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± 0.5mm which are at 96 %, probably due to non-uniformities over the detector’s

surface.
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Figure 6.9: Detection efficiency of the Si-PIN detector as a function of the source

position relative to the centre of the detector along the X axis.

6.1.3.B Response of the Avalanche Photodiodes

The APD selected for this study was B6 in table 6.2, due to its good result for energy

resolution. The areas under the 8 keV and 8.9 keV peaks were determined in order

to estimate the absolute efficiency (see figure 6.10). The low energy tail observed is

an intrinsic feature of the LAAPD. It arises either from the partial collection of the

charges created in the detector by the incident X-ray, or from the interaction of the X-

ray in the vicinity or inside the avalanche region, leading to non-fully amplified pulses.

The fitting method implemented used two Gaussian functions, one for Kα = 8 keV
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and another for Kβ = 8.9 keV, as well as a Gaussian complementary error function,

representing the low energy tail.
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Figure 6.10: Energy spectrum for the B6 APD at −30◦C with no collimator.

Two Gaussian functions were fitted to the 8 keV and 8.9 keV peaks, together with

a Gaussian error function to account for useful events with smaller amplitudes.

A new spectrum was obtained for the collimator with 1 mm diameter. The

acquisition time for the spectrum of figure 6.11 is 3600 s and the detector was polarized

with a bias voltage of 1600 V. The fitting method was similar to the one used

previously with no collimator. However, two more functions were needed: a linear

function for higher amplitudes, to the right of the 8.9 keV peak, and a constant
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function (as shown in figure 6.11). In total, 5 functions were fitted: a Gaussian for

the 8 keV peak (green), a Gaussian for the 8.9 keV peak (blue), a Gaussian error

function (yellow), a flat background (pink) and a linear function (purple) to subtract

high-energy background.
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Figure 6.11: Energy spectrum obtained in the APD B6 using the collimator with

1.1 mm diameter at −30◦C. Two Gaussian functions were fitted to the 8 keV and

8.9 keV peaks, together with a Gaussian error function, a constant function and a

linear function to account for background events.

When comparing figures 6.11 and 6.10, we observe that the spectrum with the

collimator presents a higher background in the high energy region. This is due to
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the secondary process from high energy gammas emitted by the 65Zn source, which

penetrate the aluminium piece (collimator). The area estimated under the 8 keV and

8.9 keV peaks is 9457 counts, corresponding to a rate of 2.63± 0.04 cts/s.

6.1.3.C Analysis

Assuming an efficiency of 98% for the Si-PIN detector at 8 keV, and considering the

count rate obtained of 6.18± 0.02 cts/s, a count rate of 2.63± 0.04 cts/s in the APD

corresponds to a detection efficiency of 41.7 ± 1.5 %, assuming a 0 ◦ incident angle

(normal incidence). It is important to note that the total area determined for the

LAAPD using the 65Zn source was for both 8 keV and 8.9 keV peaks. Therefore, the

efficiency calculation takes into account the sum of the two K-lines in both detectors.

The sum of 8 keV and 8.9 keV events measured in each APD (without collimator)

was determined from a fit of the corresponding energy spectrum similar to the one

shown for B6 in figure 6.10. The absolute efficiency was determined by comparing

the results obtained for all LAAPDs with the already determined result for APD B6,

as seen in table 6.4.

The LAAPD’s detection efficiency depends strongly on the thickness of the drift

region inside the detector and on the X-ray energy. The total X-ray detection

efficiency is given by:

ε = [1− e
− Ād
λ(Ex) ], (6.4)

where Ā considers the effect of the angular distribution (corresponding to an average

angle α, at which the X-rays reach the LAAPD surface according to Ā = 1/ cosα), d

the thickness of the drift region, and λ the attenuation length in Si at the X-ray energy

Ex [27]. Taking into account the B6 APD efficiency measured of 41.7±1.5 % for 8 keV

X-rays, considering Ā = 1 and λ = 75µm (see figure 6.12), using equation 6.4, a value

of 40.5µm for d is obtained. However, the angular distribution parameter for the

muonic helium Lamb shift is equal to 1.60 ± 0.05 (assuming the same values as the
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Table 6.4: Count rates and efficiencies for 8 keV X-rays attained in all APDs from

array A and array B. The parameter Ā considers the effect of the angular distribution.

Array#LAAPD number Cts/sec Effic. ±1.5(%) [Ā=1] Effic. [Ā=1.6]
A0 99.31 44.8 62.3
A1 94.12 42.5 59.1
A2 88.52 40.0 55.7
A3 91.69 41.4 57.6
A4 97.89 44.2 61.5
A5 87.60 39.6 55.1
A6 93.48 42.2 58.7
A7 97.33 43.9 61.1
A8 98.21 44.3 61.6
A9 95.79 43.3 60.3

B0 95.23 43.0 59.8
B1 84.63 38.2 53.2
B2 90.32 40.0 55.7
B3 94.23 42.6 59.3
B4 93.02 42.0 58.5
B5 86.70 39.2 54.6
B6 92.38 41.7 58.0
B7 91.68 41.4 57.6
B8 100.87 45.5 63.3
B9 103.25 46.7 65.0

ones of muonic hydrogen), as Monte Carlo simulation showed previously [27], leading

to a different value for the detection efficiency for 8 keV X-rays.

Therefore, for an angular distribution of Ā = 1.6 and λ = 75µm, the efficiency

achieved for the 8 keV peak is 58.0 % for APD B6. Since the efficiency was determined

for the whole area under the peaks (8 keV and 8.9 keV), the average energy is not

8 keV, but approximately 8.1 keV. The small difference between this energy and the

µHe X-ray energy, of about 8.2 keV, can be neglected.

Figure 6.13 shows the resulting efficiencies for all APDs and the two relevant

distributions of incident angles, corresponding to Ā = 1.0 for source measurements

and Ā = 1.6 for µHe measurements. The resulting efficiencies, averaged over all APDs
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.12: (a) Photon attenuation length in silicon as a function of energy. (b)

X-ray attenuation length in the region 5− 10 keV [99].
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Figure 6.13: Absolute efficiency (%) versus APD number in the respective array,

A or B, obtained for Ā = 1 and Ā = 1.6 for 8.2 keV X-rays.

are 42.3± 1.5 %, for Ā = 1, and 58.9± 1.5 % for Ā = 1.6. The latter looks favourable

for the µHe Lamb shift experiment.

6.1.4 Spatial Non-Uniformity

The non-uniform resistivity through the Si wafer of the LAAPD induces local gain

variations, consequently affecting the energy resolution and the detector overall

performance. This parameter was investigated for LAAPDs B1, B2 and B6 polarized

to nominal bias voltages of 1680, 1620 and 1620 V, respectively. The gain non-

uniformity was obtained using a collimator with 1 mm diameter in 5 points distributed

along one diameter of the detector’s active area, one in a central position, 2 at 0.2 cm

from the centre, and 2 points at 0.5 cm from the centre.
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Table 6.5: Distribution of the normalized amplitude for 8 keV X-rays using the

1 mm diameter collimator placed along the X axis of the detector active area in 5

different points.

Normalized Amplitude
LAAPD 0.98 0.99 1 1.01 1.02 1.03 σ

B1 0 2 1 2 0 0 0.009
B2 2 1 0 1 0 1 0.022
B6 1 0 2 2 0 0 0.012

The gain distributions for the three APDs were obtained normalizing the

amplitudes to the average value, as seen in table 6.5, and counting the number of

values in intervals of 0.01. The X-ray pulse amplitudes have fluctuations of about

±1%, ±3% and ±2% for B1, B2 and B6, respectively, due to non-uniformities. For

LAAPD B1, all the values are within±1.5% of the average. Nevertheless, for the APD

B2 more than 50% of the amplitudes are located outside this range. The standard

deviation associated to the amplitude fluctuations was also determined. This values

cannot be seen as the APD overall gain non-uniformity since it is an average of 5

points only, not describing the uniformity over the whole active area of the APD.

In any case, the values obtained, between 1 and 2.2%, give an idea of the order of

magnitude of the non-uniformity. Nevertheless, these values are in good agreement

with those reported in [49, 53, 95].

6.1.5 Energy Resolution for 8 keV X-rays

For all LAAPDs, the X-ray distribution was fitted to two Gaussian functions, one for

the 8 keV peak and another one for the 8.9 keV peak. A typical example is shown in

figure 6.10. No background was considered. The centroid and the FWHM of each

Gaussian distribution were determined, and consequently the energy resolution. The
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bias voltage applied was between 1580 V and 1660 V, and dark currents between 4

and 10 nA were measured, depending on the detector.

Table 6.6: Best energy resolution obtained for 8 keV X-rays for APDs from array

A and array B at −30◦C.

LAAPD En. Resolution (%)
A0 13.0
A1 11.5
A2 11.0
A3 12.3
A4 13.6
A5 11.0
A6 10.4
A7 11.8
A8 11.2
A9 9.5

B0 13.1
B1 11.6
B2 11.8
B3 11.8
B4 11.0
B5 10.1
B6 8.9
B7 11.6
B8 11.6
B9 16.2

Table 6.6 shows the best energy resolution obtained for 8 keV X-rays for each

APDs. As seen here, all the values for the energy resolution are between 9% and 16%

at −30◦C. The majority of the detectors have energy resolution values between 11%

and 13%, and few of them have the best energy resolution attained, of about 9%.

The dependence of the energy resolution for 8 keV X-rays on temperature was

studied at low temperatures, in particular at −20◦C and −30◦C. The purpose was

to check if there was a significant improvement of the energy resolution for the lowest
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temperature or if −20◦C is good enough to achieve the best performance. One of the

modifications to the X-ray detection system for the muonic helium experiment is to

replace the cooling system used in the muonic hydrogen experiment (homemade) by

a commercial one. However, the energy resolution should not be compromised. The

commercial cooling systems available have reliable operation at temperatures down

to −20◦C.

Figure 6.14 shows the energy resolution as a function of the bias voltage for the

two temperatures investigated, −20◦C and −30◦C.

The dark current differences between −20◦C and −30◦C are typically 4 nA for

the same bias voltage applied. For −20◦C, as seen in figure 6.14 (a), APD A4 has

a different behaviour in comparison with other detectors from the same array, as the

energy resolution improves with increasing bias voltage. The APD has a lower signal

amplitude and consequently a lower gain compared to other APDs with the same bias

voltage applied. Please note that there are two different series of APDs manufactured

at different times, which have different operational voltages, typically 60 V away to

deliver the same gain. Regarding array B, two detectors, B8 and B4, show the worst

performance. Both have shown asymmetries in the amplitude distributions. B8 also

shows signals with lower amplitude, in comparison to the remaining APDs.

At −30◦C, as seen in figure 6.14 (b), the behaviour is in general the same as for

−20◦C. There is no significant improvement of the energy resolution. For example,

for B1, the best energy resolution achieved at −30◦C was 9.4 % for a bias voltage of

1600 V, while at −20◦C it was 10 % for 1640 V. The difference is not significant to

justify the use of −30◦C for cooling down the detectors instead of −20◦C. To get the

same gain at −20◦C, 20 V more should be applied to the APD bias voltage compared

to −30◦C. The dark current increase is small.
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Figure 6.14: Energy resolution as a function of the bias voltage applied for all

detectors at (a) −20◦C and (b) −30◦C.

6.2 The Pre-Amplifier System

The pre-amplifier is the first electronic amplification stage after the detector’s signal

generation. It is placed adjacent to the detector’s output to avoid an increase in the
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noise level and signal loss. The pre-amplifier used since 2003 in the muonic hydrogen

Lamb shift experiment was the RAL 108A pre-amplifier from Rutherford Appleton

Laboratory [55]. However, a crosstalk between adjacent channels and ringing effects

were observed during the experiment and confirmed in data analysis [32]. With the

aim of preventing such outcomes and to provide faster signals, the development of

new pre-amplifier for the muonic helium experiment was initiated.

There is a high background coming from the experiment environment, such as α

particles, laser light and even plasma discharges in the avalanche gain, among others.

This may create some problems to the experiment, such as pre-amplifier saturation,

long pre-amplifier dead times, large dark current fluctuations in the APDs, oscillations

in the neighbouring LAAPDs and pre-amplifiers [32], which may compromise the

outcome of the experiment.

The pre-amplifier system used during the µH experiment campaigns, made of 20

RAL 108A low-noise charge-sensitive preampliers (see figure 6.15), was specifically

designed as one of the components of a modular amplifier system for the readout

of silicon strip detectors. Each pre-amplifier channel is a low noise charge sensitive

device, amplifying negative input signals and giving positive signals at the output.

Since α particles have considerably larger amplitudes than X-rays, two high-

conductance ultra fast Zener diodes with fast recovering time (5µs) were set at the

pre-amplifier’s input. At the output, the pre-amplifier has a resistor of 100 Ω and

not 50 Ω because of the twisted pair cable used in the RAL 108A pre-amplifier. This

reduces the output signal seen by the amplifier from 1/2 to 1/3, due to the voltage

divider Rout/Rcable=100/50 [100].

A typical signal at the output of RAL pre-amplifiers has a rise time between 100

and 300 ns, fall times longer than 100µs and amplitudes between 100 and 200 mV.
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Figure 6.15: Array of 10 large area avalanche photodiodes (bottom) and 10 RAL

108A low-noise charge-sensitive pre-amplifiers (top).

6.2.1 The New Pre-Amplifier Concept

The main requirements for the new charge sensitive pre-amplifier prototype for the

muonic helium experiment are:

• fast rise time in order to be more sensitive to the duration of the pulses formed

in the detector;

• low noise level, so that the signal-to-noise ratio is not compromised;

• low power consumption, to reduce the heat load;

• small size, as space is limited around the target in the experiment.

Regarding the input characteristics, the match between the pre-amplifier capaci-

tance and the LAAPD one (of about 120 pF) must be taken into account to convert

a typical charge of 7 × 10−14 C (corresponding to 5 × 105 electron-hole pairs, for an

usual LAAPD gain of 200 and for 8.2 keV X-rays). Zener diodes should be considered

to protect the Field Effect Transistor (FET) against large signals in the input stage

of the pre-amplifier. Other relevant parameter is the dynamic input capacitance,

which must cover energies between 1.5 and 10 keV, corresponding to charges of 1.3

to 8.7× 10−14C for a typical LAAPD gain of 200.
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Concerning the output characteristics, the pulse should have a rise time of about

10 − 50 ns and fall time of about 50 − 100 ns. The output polarity depends on

the subsequent stage of amplification, which takes place in the post-amplifier. In

the previous experiment, the post-amplifier accepted positive signals from the pre-

amplifier and the signal was inverted at the output for further processing.

Another important parameter is the size and arrangement of the preamplifer’s

channels in the array. There are two face-to-face arrays of 10 LAAPDs, each with

the respective pre-amplifier around the gas target, with a total dimension of 5× 12×

194 mm3. The power consumption should be less than 0.5 W for each pre-amplifier to

prevent as much heating as possible. The pre-amplifiers should have no performance

degradation under intense magnetic fields and they should be able to work in vacuum.

They should be operational under a temperature range between −40◦C and 50◦C.

Filters for high voltage should be considered, as well as a good grounding scheme to

avoid pick-up noise as much as possible.

6.2.2 Pre-Amplifier Prototypes

Figure 6.16 shows the first pre-amplifier prototype installed in an aluminium box

with two preamplifer channels in the same plate (P2), developed at the Swiss

Federal Institute of Technology Zurich (ETH). One of the pre-amplifier channels was

connected to one LAAPD, since both pre-amplifiers share the same power supply.

For safety reasons, one pre-amplifier was disconnected. The pre-amplifier’s output

signal characteristics, specified by the manufacturer for a regular signal generator,

are for a pre-amplifier power supply of 5 V (presenting a 18 mA current, and therefore

consuming about 0.1 W), positive polarity with amplitudes in the order of 30 mV,

5 ns rise time and 30 ns fall time, using a RC filter with 100 ns integration constant

and with no differentiation.

A second prototype (see figure 6.17) with 5 pre-amplifier boards (each one with

2 channels), was built with the geometry suitable for the target used in the muonic
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Figure 6.16: First pre-amplifier prototype made of 2 channels muonted sideways in

the same plate (P2). The connections for high voltage, ground, pre-amplifier power

supply and signal are placed in the bottom board.The integration and differentiation

components are in the top plate.

helium experiment. The prototype was tested, evaluated and improved, giving origin

to the last prototype seen in figure 6.18. As already mentioned, crosstalk between

adjacent pre-amplifiers and ringing effects ought to be avoided. Five capacitors were

used (470 pF, 220 pF, 1 nF, 1.5 nF and 2.2 nF), all of them connected to a resistor

of 100 Ω for differentiation (the corresponding differentiation times are 47 ns, 22 ns,

100 ns, 150 ns and 220 ns, respectively). Each pre-amplifier board (P10, P11, P12,

P13 and P14 respectively) has a specific differentiation constant. Only one channel

in each board was connected to an APD for test (figure 6.17).

In order to test the two pre-amplifier prototypes, the detector pre-amplifier system

was connected to electronic modules to mimic the electronics used in the Lamb shift

experiment, as seen in figure 6.19. The signals were evaluated at the output of each

electronic component of the data acquisition system. Radioactive 65Zn or 55Fe sources,

the latter emitting 5.9 keV X-rays, were installed inside the chamber in such a way

that the full active area of each detector was irradiated.
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Figure 6.17: Second pre-amplifier prototype made of 5 pre-amplifier boards with

different differentiation constants. In the top figure, one pre-amplifier channel is

connected to one detector. The high voltage power supply, pre-amplifier power supply

and ground cables are visible. In the bottom figure,5 channels connected to APDs and

respective cables, are shown. The copper piece is the alcohol cooler attached to the

pre-amplifier housing for low temperature operation.

After the first amplification stage in the pre-amplifier, the signal is carried to a

post-amplifier for signal shaping and amplification. The amplified signal is sent to a

signal distributor Fan-out and split in two different paths. One is for the Waveform

Digitizer (WFD), where all the important signal information, such as the amplitude

and the timing parameters, is saved in a “raw file”. The second path is for further

shaping and discrimination. This part will be responsible for deciding if the signal

will be recorded in the WFD or discarded. If the event is understood as an 8 keV

X-ray, a trigger signal will be sent and an Event Gate (EVG) will open for a fixed

period of time. All relevant information will be recorded and at the end of that period

of time, End of Event Gate (EEVG), the WFD will stop recording the signal and the
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Figure 6.18: Final version of the pre-amplifier array to be used in muonic helium

experiment, connected to the respective detectors. There are 5 boards (P6, P7, P8,

P9 and P10), each one with 2 distinct pre-amplifier channels.

Figure 6.19: Schematic diagram of the data acquisition system used to analyse the

pulses coming from the detector and further amplification stages, pre-amplifier and

post-amplifier, during the pre-amplifier tests.
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system will be ready to receive more data. During these tests the EVG was manually

controlled.

Five new LAAPDs were selected for this pre-amplifier study, labelled as T60, T61,

T62, T63 and T64. The parameters considered to select the best APDs are the energy

resolution for 8 keV X-rays, pulse shape and rise time. The RAL pre-amplifier was

used for the selection and general characterization of the APDs.

Table 6.7: Summary of the operational LAAPD parameters for the pre-amplifier

study. These values were obtained with the RAL pre-amplifier at −30◦C.

LAAPD label Bias voltage (V) 8 keV resolution (%) Rise time (ns)

T78 1600 13 120

T60 1600 15 120

T61 1600 12 100

T62 1600 14.5 120

T63 1600 16 80

T64 1600 13 100

A new post-amplifier module with gain of 4 and 10 inputs/outputs was also

manufactured. The post-amplifiers (PA) were labelled PA1,...,PA10. Most of them

have an integration time of 10 ns (capacitor with 100 pF and a resistor of 100 Ω),

except PA2, PA3 and PA4 with 4.7 ns, 15 ns and 50 ns integration times, respectively.

6.2.3 Pre-Amplifier Tests and Results

The first prototype was tested so that some initial characteristics could be amended to

fulfil the pulse shape requirements for the experiment. The changes were afterwards

implemented in the second prototype. The signals at the output of all electronic

devices were observed and analysed.
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The detector pre-amplifier prototypes were installed inside the vacuum chamber

and each APD active area was fully irradiated with the 65Zn or 55Fe radioactive sources

positioned inside the chamber below the APD. For the first tests, the pre-amplifier

bias voltage was 6 V.

With regard to the first prototype (figure 6.16), the LAAPD selected was T78

biased to 1600 V. At room temperature, the detector presented a dark current of

about 350 nA. The noise level was very high, as seen in figure 6.20, probably due to

the large dark current and also to pick up noise arising from surrounding machinery.

Still, 8 keV X-rays were visible (pulses with amplitude around 200 mV), as well as

electrons (with amplitudes higher than 800 mV).

Figure 6.20: Pre-amplifier signals for the first prototype using the 65Zn source at

room temperature. Pulses from 8 keV X-rays and electrons are visible. Some pick up

noise is also visible.

The pulses at the pre-amplifier output have amplitudes between 200 mV and 1 V,

depending on the particle detected, and an intrinsic noise level of about 200 mV

peak-to-peak. The rise time is 10− 20 ns, one order of magnitude lower than the one
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reported in table 6.2 for RAL pre-amplifiers. The pulses fall time is 75−100 ns, much

shorter than for RAL pre-amplifiers.

The pre-amplifier was tested at low temperature. At −30◦C, the dark current

decreased to values lower than 10 nA, and the noise level was significantly lower. In

addition, no pick up noise was observed. In figure 6.21 (a) it is well visible the X-

ray signals with lower amplitude, about 250 mV, and the electron signals, with higher

amplitude. The X-ray signals present rise times of 20 ns and fall times of 100−200 ns,

consistent with the results obtained at room temperature. Figures 6.21 (b) and (c)

show how the amplitude and risetime of the X-ray pulses are measured.

The next step was to test the pre-amplifier’s array connected to the rest of the

acquisition system, using the second prototype with 5 different pre-amplifier boards

with different capacitors: C=0 (no differentiation), C=220 pF, C=1 nF, C=1.5 nF

and C=2.2 nF. One channel in each board was connected to one APD, as seen in

table 6.8. The radiation source used for this study was 55Fe emitting 5.9 keV X-rays.

Table 6.8: LAAPDs and corresponding pre-amplifier boards, with different time

constants (differentiation).

LAAPD label Pre-amplifier board Time constant (ns)

T61 P2 0

T63 P11 22

T62 P12 100

T60 P13 150

T64 P14 220

The noise behaviour at the pre-amplifier output is of major importance. The pick

up noise sources should be reduced as much as possible. The noise was checked at

room temperature with and without bias voltage applied to the APDs. The pre-

amplifier was biased with 6 V. When the LAAPDs were polarized, dark currents of
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 6.21: Pre-amplifier output pulses for the first prototype using the 65Zn source

at −30◦C. (a) Signals from 8 keV X-rays and electrons in persistent mode. (b)

Amplitude measurement of one X-ray signal. (d) Risetime measurement of one X-ray

signal.

the order of 300 nA were measured. Figure 6.22 shows three different signals. The

yellow trace (channel 1) is from APD T63 with the whole active area irradiated. The

blue trace (channel 2) is from APD T62 with no source irradiating the active area.

The green trace (channel 4) is from the pre-amplifier without any APD connected.

Figure 6.22 shows two different situations: without bias voltage in the APD (a)

and with 1600 V applied to the APD (b). Channel 1 presented an increase of 1/3
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.22: Noise at the pre-amplifier output for 3 channels in 3 different

conditions, channel 1 with all the whole APD active area irradiated, channel 2 with

no source irradiating the APD active area and channel 4 without any APD connected.

(a) LAAPDs with no bias voltage applied. (b) LAAPDs biased with 1600 V. The time

scale (X axis) is 100 ns per division and the amplitude scale (Y axis) is 50 mV per

division.

in noise amplitude, from 40 mV to 66 mV, when the LAAPD was biased. Channel 2

maintained the noise level value of 58 mV. Channel 4 increased the noise level from

8 mV to 10 mV, which is not significant. The pick-up noise presented in channels

1 and 2 may have origin in the turbo pump or grounding connections, as already

pointed out.

The 5 different configurations of the pre-amplifier were analysed in order to decide

which one was the best for the experiment. Signal shape, rise time and fall time,

as well as signal to noise ratio (SNR) and energy resolution, were evaluated and

compared for all pre-amplifiers.

Results are presented in table 6.9, where a deterioration of the energy resolution

and SNR are observed with increasing differentiation constants (see table 6.8).

Comparing the extreme differentiation constants for boards P2 and P14, the first

one shows a better performance. The energy resolution is 15.2% against 22.4%, and

the SNR is 6.5 against 2.8, even if the rise time and the noise level were lower for
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Table 6.9: Pre-amplifiers output signal characteristic with differentiation constants

at −20◦C. All LAAPDs were polarized with 1620 V. All pre-amplifiers were biased

with 4.5 V.

Pre-amplifier board SNR
Energy

Res. (%)

Rise

Time (ns)

Noise

(mV)

P2 6.5 15.2 10 25

P11 4.8 16.7 10 20

P12 4.6 22.3 10 30

P13 4.2 20.4 10 20

P14 2.8 22.4 6 17

P14. Another relevant parameter was the signal shape, in particular the presence of

an undershoot in the signal fall. The undershoot can stay for long periods of time,

and if some pulse arrives during this time, it will be superimposed to the undershoot,

thus introducing an error in the amplitude measurement. All the pre-amplifiers have

shown a significant undershoot excluding P2.

The pre-amplifier selected for the experiment was P2, with no differentiation and

with 100 ns integration time. From this moment on, the tests were carried out with

this pre-amplifier configuration.

The bias voltage of the pre-amplifier to be used was studied in view of providing

the best SNR. A range from 2.5 V to 7 V was swept and the relevant information

was analysed. Figure 6.23 shows the pre-amplifier signals from 5.9 keV X-rays for 3

different pre-amplifier’s bias voltages applied. It is visible that higher voltages lead

to a considerable increase in the noise level, in particular for 6 V when compared to

4 V.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 6.23: Output signals obtained using envelope mode in the oscilloscope for

different pre-amplifier’s bias voltages: (a) 4 V; (b) 5 V; (c) 6 V. The vertical scale is

50 mV and the horizontal one is 100 ns per division.

Figure 6.24 shows the influence of the bias voltage on the energy resolution and

SNR values, and consequently in the system overall performance. For 3 V, the energy

resolution has the lowest value of 14.1% and the SNR is one of the highest (7.4). For

a bias voltage of 7 V, the energy resolution is 16.2% and the SNR is 5.4. For 6 V, the

bias voltage value recommended by the manufacturer, the energy resolution and the

SNR values are 15.8% and 5.7, respectively. The best energy resolution is obtained

for lower bias voltage, in the range 2.5− 4 V, where the SNR is maximal.

Despite the higher amplitude achieved for higher pre-amplifier’s bias voltages,

which means a higher pre-amplifier gain, the high bias voltage values deteriorate the
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Figure 6.24: Energy resolution (left) and SNR (right) as a function of the pre-

amplifier bias voltage at −30◦C.

SNR and the energy resolution, thus compromising the performance of the system.

The voltage selected to polarize the pre-amplifier, taking into account the results

obtained, was 3 V, having another advantage, the low power dissipation in vacuum

when comparing with the high voltage values.

The post-amplifier, the electronic component following the pre-amplifier in signal

processing, was also studied. It is responsible for signal shaping, and amplification,

together with some noise filtering. As mentioned before, a new post-amplifier module

with 10 inputs/outputs and a gain of 4 was ready for testing. The LAAPD and

pre-amplifier used were T61 and P2, and the source used was 55Fe. Pulses from post-

amplifier channels with different integration constants were compared. Results are

shown in figure 6.25, which displays a risetime increase with increasing integration

constants. As seen in figure 6.25, for a 4.7 ns integration constant, the rise time

obtained was 9.5 ns, for 10 ns it was 10.5 ns, for 15 ns it was 13.5 ns and for 50 ns it

was 23.5 ns. The lowest integration constant is not adequate due to the small rise time

presented at the post-amplifier output, which compromises the signal of the detector.
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The highest integration constant turns the signal too slow. The post-amplifier chosen

was PA1, with 10 ns constant time, which gives pulses with risetime of 10 ns.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 6.25: Signal shape at the post-amplifier output at −30◦C. The scale for all

images is for the X axis, 100 ns and for Y axis, 50 mV (per division). The capacitor

values for integration are: (a) PA2=47 pF, (b) PA1=100 pF, (c) PA3=150 pF, (d)

PA4=500 pF. The resistor is equal for all post-amplifiers 100 Ω.

In short, the pre-amplifier selected for the muonic helium Lamb shift experiment

was P2. It presents a low power consumption of 0.1 W. 8 keV X-ray signals show

amplitudes of about 300 mV, risetimes of 10 − 20 ns and fall times of 100 − 200 ns.

In addition, no undershoot was visible and the best pre-amplifier’s bias voltage was

found to be 3 V, as it provides the best SNR, of about 7.4, and the best energy

resolution of 14.1%. Concerning the post-amplifier, the selected one was PA1, with a
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10 ns integration constant, delivering signals with rise times of about 10-12 ns. Two

arrays, each one with 10 detectors and 10 pre-amplifiers, were used in the muonic

helium Lamb shift experiment, as well as two modules of 10 post-amplifier channels.

6.3 Discussion

Large area avalanche photodiodes from RMD were investigated as low-energy X-ray

detectors in order to evaluate their suitability for the muonic helium Lamb shift

experiment. It is well-known that their detection efficiency drops by a factor of 2

from 2 keV to 8 keV X-rays. Even so, the values were not as low as initially expected.

Since the angular distribution of 8 keV X-rays from µHe leads to an increase of the

absorption layer thickness by a factor Ā = 1.6, absolute efficiencies between 53 and

65 % are achieved. Concerning the energy resolution for 8 keV X-rays, at −30◦C,

values below 20 % were attained and one prototype has shown an even much lower

result, of about 9 %. The study of the energy resolution dependence on temperature

has shown that, between −30◦C and −20◦C, the dark current difference is not so

significant for the degradation of the energy resolution. This enables the use of

commercial cooling systems operating at −20◦C, which is easier and more reliable to

manipulate than the old one. New pre-amplifier arrays and post-amplifier modules,

were developed in view of avoiding crosstalk between adjacent detectors and ringing

effects, and to make signals faster than the ones from the muonic hydrogen Lamb

shift experiment. Several prototypes, with different integration and differentiation

constants fulfilling the main requirements for the muonic helium experiment, were

developed and tested. The best pre-amplifier post-amplifier configuration was chosen.

The pre-amplifier with no differentiation and with 100 ns integration time was selected

due to the good energy resolution (about 16 % for a typical APD) and high SNR

(about 6.5), as well as to the absence of undershoot. The pre-amplifier’s bias voltage

was set to 3 V, which gives the best performance. The best post-amplifier was the one
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with 10 ns integration constant, allowing rise times of 10 − 12 ns, which was similar

to the ones in the pre-amplifier stage.
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Chapter 7

Preliminary Results of the Muonic

Helium Experiment

The muonic helium Lamb shift experiment aims to achieve the measurement of the

two transitions in µ4He+ions, 2S1/2 - 2P3/2 and 2S1/2 - 2P1/2, with 813 nm and 899 nm

respectively. The first transition was measured in the second half of 2013 and the

second one in 2014. Afterwards, the experiment was extended to the µ3He+ion to

measure the several transitions 2S1/2 - 2P3/2 and 2S1/2 - 2P1/2, outside the scope of

this thesis. The preliminary results of this experiment are described in this chapter,

in particular the first transition measured and the X-ray performance during beam

time.

In brief summary, a muon entering in the apparatus is recorded by muon detectors,

before stopping in the gas target. It will trigger the data acquisition system, opening

the Event Gate (EVG), as well as the laser system. The X-rays detectors (LAAPD)

and electron detectors are ready to record this specific event. After the event gate

time, all information is recorded by WFDs and TDCs and stored as “raw data” by

the MIDAS for posterior offline analysis in the backend computer.

The LAAPD’s current signal is converted in a negative voltage signal by the pre-

amplifier, which is carried to be digitized by the WFDs. The amplitude of the pulse
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Preliminary Results of the Muonic Helium Experiment

is proportional to the energy deposited by the radiation in the detector. The data is

monitored in real time (online analysis). Energy and time histograms of the pulses

detected are stored and checked. During this time, no detailed analysis is carried out.

More specifically, no time and energy calibrations for all detectors take place, and no

energy and muon cuts are applied for event class discriminations. In the end, there

will be a detailed analysis, which will provide a valuable contribution to measure

the resonance curve, by significantly reducing the background superimposed to the

resonance peak, thus improving the SNR and overall statistics. For more details

concerning the offline data analysis procedure and methods that were carried out,

see [32].

Figure 7.1 shows one long run, of about 2 hours of data taking, per LAAPD from

Arrays A and B during the µ4He+experiment run. As seen, APD B8 presents a very

low rate of events, due to a problem during the experiment and was not replaced.

In general, all other LAAPDs presented a number of pulses in the same order of

magnitude. However, the LAAPDs placed in the centre from both arrays (3, 4, 5

and 6 positions), present a slightly higher number of pulses (i.e more muons stop in

front of those detectors) than in the average for both arrays. Also for array A there

are about 10 % more events than for array B. This could be due either to an average

difference in the APD efficiency or to a small difference, of about 0.5 mm, in the muon

beam axis between array A and between array B in the axis of the target vessel.

Particles are distinguishable by their amplitude, which is proportional to the

energy deposited in the detector material, and by the time they are detected. These

LAAPDs detect not only X-rays but also particles with energies between a few

hundred eV to a few MeV. Figure 7.2 shows the 2D energy versus time histogram

for LAAPDs A8 and B8. There is a large concentration of pulses around 8 keV

and 1.5 keV, at times between 0.15 and 0.4µs. Those two well-distinguished X-ray

concentrations are from 8.2 keV Kalpha and 1.5 keV Lalpha X-rays. For energies higher

than 8 keV, a significant number of pulses are noticeable in the full time range. These
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Figure 7.1: Number of detected pulses per LAAPD. Figures (a) and (b) are for

array A and array B, respectively.

events are electron hits. In figure (b) there is a concentration of events with exactly

the same energy and time ranges as in (a).
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Figure 7.2: 2D plot of energy versus time for all particles detected in the LAAPDs

A8 (a) and B8 (b).
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Figure 7.3 shows pulses for LAAPD A6 directly from the WFD. Two distinct

signals are visible, at approximately 970 time bins (3.8µs), with an amplitude of

about 400 channels (which corresponds to 100 mV), and at 1380 time bins (5.5µs),

with higher amplitude, about 1450 channels (350 mV). The first signal corresponds

to an X-ray event, while the second one is from an electron probably originated from

muon decay.
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Figure 7.3: LAAPD A6 pulses in the muonic helium experiment. At about 970 time

bins it is visible one pulse from an X-ray and at 1380 time bins a second one from

an electron hit. In the XX axis, 1 time bin is 4 ns and in the YY axis 4096 channels

correspond to 1 V.

The energy distribution of pulses detected in all LAAPDs (except B8) is shown

in Figure 7.4. The 8.2 keV X-ray Kalpha peak and the 1.5 keV X-ray Lalpha are well

defined in the distribution. For energies above 10 keV it is well noticeable the electron

contribution originated from muon decay. The energy resolution obtained for 8.2 keV

X-rays, taking into account the region 7.2−9.2 keV, is 18.2%. This value demonstrates

the overall good performance of the LAAPDs, in agreement with studies performed
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before with APDs used in the former muonic hydrogen experiment, as presented in

chapter 6.
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Figure 7.4: Energy distribution of the pulses obtained in all LAAPDs (except B8)

during beam time of the muonic helium Lamb shift experiment. The 8.2 keV and

1.5 keV X-ray peaks are well visible.

The time spectrum of all events in the APDs (with no applied cuts) is shown in

figure 7.5. The peak between 0.1 and 0.6µs is from ”prompt” events originated from

the muon cascade. When muons are stopped in the helium gas target, muonic atoms

in excited states are formed, decaying promptly to the ground state, emitting 8.2 keV

X-rays. The electrons from the subsequent muon decay give rise to APD signals with

relative large amplitudes at delayed times. The typical exponential behaviour from

muon decay is noticeable in the spectrum.

Figure 7.6 shows different time spectra in two different situations: laser off

resonance (top figures) and laser on resonance (bottom figures). To reach this level

of discrimination, energy and time calibrations were introduced, and energy and time
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Figure 7.5: Time spectra of all hits in the LAAPDs. The peak corresponds to

prompt events.

cuts were applied. The events plotted here are from detected X-rays which belong to

Class 110 (”golden events”), with the exception of the second muon cut, which was

not introduced for analytical purposes at that moment. For information concerning

the event structure, see appendix A.

The first remarkable difference between figure 7.5 and figure 7.6 is the background

level. In the first one, for times around 5µs, the background level is about 103 events,

whereas in the second one it is about 50 events only, i.e 200 times less.

On resonance, there were about 13 laser-induced events per hour, considerably

less than initially estimated (48 events per hour on resonance) [22]. The main reason

for this reduced event rate is because the laser had to be operated at lower intensities
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than foreseen, in order to avoid optical surface damage of mirror components in the

gas target.

Looking at figure 7.6, top and bottom distributions, the peak with the laser ON

resonance is clearly perceptible, opposite to the laser OFF resonance case. The large

peak at early times, visible in both figures, is the ”prompt peak” already visible in

figure 7.5. However, about 1µs after, a smaller peak is visible, which is the ”resonance

peak”. The number of measured events on resonance was about 300 in total, although

the background still needs more discrimination, since the SNR is about 1 and should

be improved by a refined analysis.

A very preliminary result from the laser spectroscopy in muonic helium is shown

in figure 7.7. The resonance obtained for the first transition measured, corresponds to

the energy difference between the 2S1/2 and 2P3/2 states in µ4He+ions. The resonance

curve was obtained by plotting the number of 8.2 keV X-rays recorded within the laser

time window, normalized to the total number of prompt events, as a function of the

laser detuning from the fitted centre position (frequency). At this time, the real scale

of the frequency is not revealed. A detailed analysis is needed in order to obtain the

accurate values and the results will be published only afterwards.
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Figure 7.6: Time spectra of all X-ray events from Class 110 detected in two different

situations: Laser Off resonance (a,b) and Laser On resonance (c,d).
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Figure 7.7: Very preliminary resonance curve corresponding to the first transition

measured in µ4He+ions in the 2013-2014 campaign of the experiment, showing the

number of delayed 8.2 keV X-rays, normalized to the total number of prompt X-rays,

recorded within the laser time window, as a function of the laser detuning.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions

This thesis presents the R & D studies carried out for the X-ray detection system

to be implemented in the muonic helium Lamb shift experiment. It also offers some

preliminary results for the µ4He+transition, 2S1/2 - 2P3/2, with a particular focus on

the detectors’ performance during beam time.

Two different semiconductor detectors, large area avalanche photodiodes (LAAPD)

and the reach-through avalanche photodiodes (RT-APD), were investigated for the

detection of 8 keV X-rays. The main difference between these two types of APDs is

the thickness of the depletion region, with the RT-APD presenting the thicker one.

The operational parameters of both types of detectors were investigated at room

temperature and lower temperatures (0◦C, −20◦C and −30◦C).

The RT-APD has shown the best energy resolution of 9.5% at 0 ◦C and a

minimum detectable energy of 0.25 keV. Nonetheless, for the gain region of interest

(corresponding to optimal energy resolution), the minimum detectable energy was

0.9 keV. The gain variation with temperature was found to increase with bias voltage,

increasing from -1.0% per ◦C to -1.7% per ◦C for 200 V and 400 V, respectively.

The gain non-linearity between X-rays and visible light pulses was also investigated,

showing an increase with decreasing temperature. Indeed, for a gain of 200 V at

−20◦C, a gain non-linearity of 42% was obtained, against 30% at 20◦C. As a result, the
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RT-APD prototypes investigated have displayed worse performance than the planar

APDs used before in the muonic hydrogen experiment. In addition, larger prototypes

would be needed to cover the solid angle around the helium target in the experiment.

For those reasons, it was decided to test the LAAPD already used in the previous

experiment for the detection of 8 keVX-rays.

The LAAPDs used in the muonic hydrogen Lamb shift experiment proved to be a

good option for the muonic helium Lamb shift experiment, despite the lower detection

efficiency for 8 keV in comparison to 2 keV. This limitation could be overcame by

increasing the population of the 2S state. The use of −20◦C instead of −30◦C was

also confirmed, with almost no performance degradation, thus enabling the use of a

commercial cooling system, more reliable than the home-made system that was used

before.

New pre-amplifier and post-amplifier arrays were developed. The pre-amplifiers

are faster than the previous ones from RAL, preserving important signal charac-

teristics and parameters such as signal shape, energy resolution and SNR. In what

concerns the post-amplifier, the new ones allow pulse risetimes of 10−12 ns, matching

the pre-amplifier parameters, thus preserving the signal information.

The 2S − 2P resonance curve was obtained in µ4He+ions. The energy resolution

attained for LAAPDs during beam time for 8.2 keV X-rays was about 18%, confirming

their good performance, and therefore endorsing the work carried out during this PhD

research.

The next step in this Collaboration is to analyse the muonic helium data and

compare it with the muonic hydrogen results to see if they are consonant. It is

expected that this will help to solve the proton radius puzzle, which has been widely

discussed for the past 4 years, as well as to understand the several contributions to

the Lamb shift in full detail. In addition, the helium RMS charge radius, as well as

the fine structure and the magnetic moment distribution, will be revealed.

It is already under discussion what will be the next step for the CREMA

Collaboration after the muonic helium Lamb shift experiment. One possibility is
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to repeat the muonic hydrogen experiment to consolidate the results obtained in

the previous experiment. Nonetheless, the most probable activity is to assess a

new element, for example µLi+, and prepare a new experiment. Energies at 18 keV

and 20 keV need to be detected and the LAAPDs present a low efficiency for those

energies. One possibility could be the use of the RT-APDs or even the use of CZT

detectors which present advantages such as high sensitivity for X-ray and gamma-

rays, operation in direct conversion mode at room temperature and they can be

manufactured into different shapes.
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Appendix A

Event Structure

The event structure for further analysis is a complex and detailed process which is

beyond the scope of this work, as explained and described in [32]. Nevertheless, it is

fundamental to provide here some background regarding this issue, in order to better

understand the preliminary results already presented in chapter 7. As mentioned in

the beginning of that chapter, when the acquisition system is with the EVG open, all

LAAPDs and electron detectors collect signals from particles that are hitting them.

As mentioned before, only a few good events per hour on resonance are expected in

the total amount of events. Therefore, efficient techniques need to be implemented

in order to discriminate useful and non-useful events at this stage. It is now helpful

to differentiate hits from events.

Hits are thereby further interpreted by the ”Analyzer” program which will cross all

the data in the ”raw data” files (recorded and stored in the WFD) with a ”parameter

file”. The latter will contain all the detailed information concerning the energy of

the particles of interest (interpreted as an ”energy cut”) and their times of arrival

at the detectors (”time cut”). This intertwined information will give rise to the

construction of the event. Those events, depending on the parameters which define

the calibrations and cuts, will then be structured and grouped into different classes.

The event classes are discriminated according to the number and order in time of the
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Event Structure

X-rays and electrons from moun decay. The class of events which defines the transition

2S1/2 - 2P3/2 in µ4He+is called Class 110, where one X-ray with 8.2 keV energy is

detected, and consequently an electron from muon decay in laser coincidence. Many

more classes are possible, for example the Class 113, where an electron is detected

before the 8.2 keV X-ray or, for instance, the Class 120 characterized by the detection

of an 8.2 keV X-ray with further electron detection. However, in this case, 2 electrons

are detected. Table A.1 summarizes the most relevant event classes. For further

details, see [32].

Table A.1: Event Classes and description. The event classes are distinguised

according to the number and order in time of the X-ray and electron detected [32].

Event Class Description

01 e−

02 2e−

10 X

11(#) X+e−

110 X+e−delayed

111 X+e−early

112 X+e−late

12(#) X+2e−

120 X+e−delayed+e
−

121 X+e−early+e
−

122 X+e−late+e
−

123 e−+X+e−

20 2X
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